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Competitive 'and Co.-operative 
trends in Federalism 

I 

All systems of guvernment are merely ~rangements and contrivances 
, for determining the location and the use d coercive power, which is 

needed to hold society together, to prevent and punish the unsocial con
duct of individuals, and groups and to promote the common good and 
the general welfare. A~ such they have only an instrumental and noj: 
a final value. They are therefore to be judged as all tools are judged 
by the utility and the effectiveness they possess in fulfilling the purposes 
for which th,y are the means. They are_'not to be considered as ends 
in themselves. There is ,therefore no reason why one should become 
fanatical about this or that system of government and worship it blindly 
as if there is something sacred about it. It is with this attitude that one 
should approach the study of federalism or unitarism 0(. any other system 
of government for that ma~(er. * 

The essence of federalism as a political arrangement consists in this 
that the power which is needed ill a society to secure, maintain and pro
mote the common welfare is lodged in and exercised 'by two gov~rn
ments each supreme in a particular sphere demarcated for it in a costitu
tion which is not subject to alteration or modification' by the unilateral 
action of either, and which also provides the necessary institutional safe
guards against either government encroaching on the sphere allotted to 
the other. One of these governments is spoken of as the central or the 
federal or the uniorf government and its territorial jurisdiction extends to 

.the whole of the area constituting the federation. The other government 
, is referred to as the state or the provincial government and its territorial
'jurisdiction is restricted to a portion of the area of the federation. Natural" 
Iy the public in a federation have to look to the central government for the 
provision of some of their needs and to the provincial or state govern
ments for the provision of some other needs of theirs. it is this division 

, of power and responsibili~ between two autonomous governments in-

'" .* COCKBURN-Australian Convention 'Debates 189i, pp. 193-9" 



~ , Competitive and Co-operative trend(in. Federalism. 

stead of their being concentrated in one central government that dis
tinguishes federalism from unitarism. 

,All problem; peculiar to f~dera1ism arile out of this division. A 
study of federalism is a study of the forces thIt cr :ate the need for a 
dualism like this, the attitudes which it generate; am lns the public to
wards the two governments and the eff~ct which it produces on the ex
tent and the quality of the general we1f~re enjoyel by the members of 
the community. . 

The key to a proper undentanding of these problems and to a dis
covery of correct solution; ,to them lies in an adequate appreciation of 
the fact that under certain circumstattces federalism is the only form of * 
government that is appropriate to a country and to the peopl. inhabiting it. 
Federalism is invariably the result of the unwillingness of the pellpJe of a 
country t;) submit themselves to one ceatral author;ty in all governm~ntal 
matters. It also implies an aversion to majority ru e in all spheres of life. 
This unwillingness and aversion are the outcome of the cxi,tence of cleav
ages among the people due to differences in respect of race, language, re
ligion or culture or to economic differences arising out of the vast size of 
th~ country, the unequal distribution of its natural resources and the vary
ing levels ,and directions of the mlterial d,velop,n!nt of diff~rent parts 
and regions in it. Whatever may be the geogr Iphical, the historical and 
th= sociological reasons for this unwillingness of tit! peopl~ to submit to 

, t:le rule of one central auth~rity and the dict.t~s of a numerical majority 
in all spheres of life the result is to make the federJI form of government 
inevitable. Moreov~r the public will feel frustrated if a unitary form of 
g~vernment is established under circumstances !Ike th~se. It therefore 
follows that the preserv.ltion of a federal system becomes an important 
element in what the public cOll,iJer to be their common interest. It is 
on this assumption that federalism alone is appropriate to certain coin
tries and under certain circumstances that the competitive' and the co
operative: factors that are present in it are taken up her ~ for consideration. 

Competition for power is inherent in federalism. It is not the re
sult of federalism but it is the general atmosphere that pervade! it. The 
rnaterial and the m 1ral forces that make federalism a political necessity 
are also the forces that create this competition. Each of the two govern
ments existing side by side in a f~deral system is anxious to acquire and 
retain as much power as possible and to exercise it without any kind of 
inte!ference from the other. This competit:on is seen not merely as 

* ~OSCOE POUND-Federalism as a Democratic Process (Rutgers)pp.16-18. , . 
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between the central and state governments but also amon.J the state 
governments themselves. Referring to the United States it is observed 
by a writer § that" inter-governmental r, lations .••••• resemble foreign 
relations'in.many respects. Tbey are characterised by conflict and com
petition." What is true of the United Sutes is mor~ or less true of tl:e 
otber federations. In many cases the cont~st is not waged directly and 
openly 9Y one govunment against amy. her. The conflict is really be- . 
tween different sections of the public--some supporting one governmer.t 
and some supporting another. Thil is q'.1ite natural and it is all the more 
so in a democracY' and federations are po sible o,ly where democracy 
exists. There are certain groups and interests who get an advantage if 
a particular pOWlr is exerci,ed by the State governments and there are 
other groups and interests who stand to gain if tbe same power is exer
cised by Ihe cenlre. It is p,essure groups of tbis sort tbat generate con
flicts for power. The quesrion 'howe"er is not what tbe social forces 
are wbich influence the competitive roce for- power characteristic of a 
federal system. The point to be stre,sed is tbat there is such a race ar.d 
that it is one of the unavoidable conseqmnces of the presence of autono
mous governments (unctioning side by side within the same area. 

In atl federally-organi,ed S'ates there are two sch~ols of political 
thought and a:tion and the constitutional history of federations is pre
cominantly the history of controversies between them and tbeir practical 
outcome. There is the scheol of centralisers who contend that public 
welfare is bist promoted hy more and more power being lodged in tl.e 
central government. A strong centre constantly growing stronger ar.d 
stronger is their bar tie cry. There is the other school which sta!lds for 
the autonomy and Ih: righis of the Slates, which believes in decentralisa
tion and is opposed to any increase in the power of die centre. It is 
ther~f()re a characteristic feature of all federations that discussiot;s of pub
lic issu~s and mea;ures are colouud by the presence of these rival atti· 
tudes among the p"bl c.* \I'hese issue~ are not examined and settled 
directly 011 the b.sh of their merits but in many cases on the basis of the 
effects they are likely t<) have on the balanc~ of power as bttween the 
centre and the units. These schools have influenced the course of deli
berations of all constituent assemblies that franed the constitutions of 
modern fderal states ar.d they have continued to exercise their influ
ence on the subseqo:ent .functioning of their governmental. systems. , , ---

§ WILLIAM WITHERS-Public Finance, p. 37 t. 

* HERMAN FINER - Theory and Practice of Moder" Gopernmfnt 
(1919), p. 15l. . 
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They have had their representatives among the boJy of cititens and in 
the academic circles. Political parties have been organised on this basis. 
In all organs of government-the legislature. the executive and even the 
judiciary-there are to be found the champions of centralism opposed to 
the advocates of States' rights. This is the main feature of the politics of 
the federal states. 

It does not make any difference to this contest for power whether 
the federation is the outcome as in the United States. Switzerland and 
AU5tralia of a union of states which before the union posse;se.i aU ppwers 
of government and which are therefore called upon to part with some of 
their powers to a central government newly created or whether it is the 
outcome as in Canada and India of the 10Jsening of a unitary system under 
which it is t~e central government which,ilreviou;ly possessed anj exer
cised all powers th.t is called on to part with some of them to auto
DO:nOUS units newly created. In either case there is the q~eslion of. 
parting with power and the champions of centralism and of States' 
rights are as active in one case as in the other. The process therefore 
out of which the federation emanates does not mJdify the intensity of 
the CJntest although it has naturally some influence on the outcome of 
the contest and the final distribution of powers between the centre and 
the uniti. The strong centre for which provision has been made in the 
constitution of Canada and India illustrates this to some extent. 

To many it may appear Hrange that there should be a contest at all 
over a question which is capable of an easy and scientific solution. They 
are likely to point out that all are bound to accept as sound the principle 
that the central .government should exercise control over all matteu of 
nat,onal and general importance and that the units should exerci e 
control over matters of provincial and local importance and that the dis
tribution of powers should plOceed on this ba'is. But the fact is that the' 
principle is sound in theory while it is very difficult of practical applica
tion. It is o:1ly certain matters that wear a clean-cut national or provincial 
aspect. There are many more which may equally reasonably be pl~ced 
within the jurisdiction of either the ceutre or the units. Education.lal:our 
welfare. marriage. public health. marketing. transp'Jrt alld unemploym,nt 
relief are some of these matters. An analysis of the actual distribution of 
powers in federal constitutions shows how several items included wilhin 
the jurisdiction ofthe centre in somefederations are placed within the juris
diction of the units in cther3 an 1 this indicates that there is room for much 
difference of opinion in regard to the application of the principle referred 
to. This taken along 'with the inherent dislike of m1jority rule which is 
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the force behind federalism results in tbe principle being ma,de use of by 
each party in support of the particular stand it takes. It has not therefore 
proved to be of much value in removing or in weakenin$ the contest for 
power. 

One question round which the battle between the centralisB and the 
autonomists is waged is where the residuary powers are to be 10 :ated. 
The autonomists have generally been anxious to leave to the central govern
ment only a number of specified-powers and grant to the urlits all the un
spes:ified residuary powers. The cenlralists have been equally anxious 
to follow the opposite method of leaving to the units only a number of 
specified powers and locate the residuary powers in the centre. Both 
schools of thought invariably proceed on the assumption that the govern
ment in which the unenumerated residuary powers are located is bound 
,to be the stronger government. T.his assumption played a vital part in 
the framing as well as in the ratification of the con~titution of the United 
States. To the contention of thp. advocates of States' rights that the 
new federal government would in course of time grow so powerful as to 
supersede the States altogether and reduce them to "mere corporations" 
the defenders of the constitution gave an effective reply by pointing out 
that tire new government had only specific and enumerated pow~rs and 
therefore possessed no authority except in those spheres w;,ere it had re
ceived a clear and definite grant while the States had powers of a 
numerous and indefinite character reserved to them. II In Canada where 
the large volume of vocal public opinion was in favour of a strong cen
re, the device adopted for securing this objective was to 'enum~rate the 
powers of the provinces and leave the residuary authority to the centre. 
So great was the .ignificance attached to this feature by tlte founding 
falhers of the Canadian Constitution 'hat Mr. John A. Macdonald the 
most famous of them all observed: I~ In framing the cons:itulion, care
should be taken to avoid the mistakes and weaknesses of the United 
States' system, the primary error of which was the reservatiQn to the 
different stales of all powers not delegated to the General Government. We 
must reverse this process by establishing a streng central government, 
to which shall belong all t:owers not specifically conferred on the pro
vinces." * This assumption has also exercised a large amount of influence 
in the making of the constitution of lnd·a. At the Round Table Co:'!
ferences held in London before the Government of InJia Act of 1935 was 
-------------------------------------~-----

II The Federalist (Everyman's l,ibrary ), p; 2Mi. 

* KENNEDY (ED)-Statates, Treaties and Do:amfnts of th~ Canadia1 
ems/italion, p. 558. 
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passed there were fierce and bitter controversies between the representa
. tives of the Muslims who stood fer a weak centre and strong provincial 
. governments and who consequently pressed for the location of residuary 
powers in the provinces and the representatives of the nationalists an:! of 
the Hindus who pleaded for a strong centre ani therefore for the lo::ation 
of residuary powers in the central government. § No compromise between 
the two sections was possi ble and the result was the drawing of three 
separate lists of powers-an exclusive central list, an exclusive provincial list 
and a concurrent list-and conferring on the Governor General the authority 
to decide which of the governments should exercise power on any of the 
residuary· matters not enumerated in the three lists. * The proceedings 
of the Conslituent Assembl,. which framed the Constitution of the Re
public of India al ~o point out how great was the importance attached by 
the constitution-makers to the question of the location of residuary 
powers. In the original resolution on aims and objective~ moved at a time 
when there was hope of the Muslim League agreeing to a United India 
there was a definite statement that the residuary powers should be located 
in th~ units. t But when the partition of the country became a.f"ctand 
when the need for accepting the point of view of the Muslim Le<lgue dis
appeared the Assembly declared itself in favour of the lo:ation of the resi
duary powers in the centre and it is on this basis that the preSe'll consti
tution of India has been framed. ** 

But all this fight regarding the location of residuary powers appears 
in the light of history and experience to be unnece'sary and uncalled for,!! 
There is no connection between the str~ngtb cf a government and the 
location of residuary powers in it. The location of these powers in the 
units in the United States and Aus~ralia has not sto~d in the way of the 
continuous and steady expansion of the powers of the centre. Similarly, 
the location of the residuary powers in the centre in-Canada has not contri- . 
buted to the strength of the centre to the extent to which it was expected 
to do so by the founders of the constitution and it has not prevented the 
provinces from enjoying all that autonomy which the States in the United 
States enjoy. The histcry ofthe German Republic where the residuary 

§ VENKATARANGAIYA-Federali<m in Government (AndhraUnive-sity, 
1935) Chapters III and VI. 

* Government of India Act, 1!J3.7, Seventh Schedu1e and Sectio.110'. 
t Constituen~ Assembly Debate', Vol. I, p. S1. 

** Item.97 in List I - Union List, in the Seventh Schedul~. 
II V"NK\TAR.\~G\IYA--_t;'tdera1ism in G)vern'7lent (A.~:lhTa UTliversity, 

1935 ) pp. 10J.6. 
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powers were located in the units tells the same story. As was observed by 
the Royal Commission on the Australian Constitution: "The choice bet
ween giving the specific or residuary powers to the Commonwealth Par-. 
liament does not itself determine the relative import.ance or extent of 
the two spheres. The question depends upon the nature and scope of 
the specific powers." * All the same the location of residuary powers has 
all along' been in the fore-front of the controversies on the subject of dis
tribution of powers. 

It has already been pointed cut that the contest for power is not 
only as between the centre and the units but also among the units them
selves. The question at issue in this connection is whether the units in the 
federation should have equal or unequal powers and what devices should 
be incorporated into the constitution in order to make equali'y effective. 
Except in the federalism of the German Empire and of India under the 
Government of. Indi.l Act of 1935 the principle of equality wa sgenerally 
recognised. In the United States, Canada, Australia and Switzerland 
federations were on the whole the result of voluntary effort on the part 
of the units. The federal union was not forced on them by an external 
authority like the British in India in 1935. The units therefore would 
nol mve agreed to any Union unless equality in respect of the powers 
they enjoyed was guaranteed to them and this is what is found in those 
constitutions. In the German Empire certain units like Prussia, Bavaria 
and Saxony enjoyed powers in excess of those conferred on the other 
uni-s. In the federation of India under the Act of 1935 the Indian States 
had more powers than the Provinces and this was the reason why that 
f~deration was spoken of as a federation of disparate units. t Much of this 
disparity has disappeared in the constitution of the Republic of India al
though on a strict analysis it is found that during what is called a period 
of transition the States in Part B- which are the old Indian States-are 
subject to greater control by the centre than' the states in Part A. II In 
the United States and the other federations where the principle of equali
ty was recognised the controversy turned more on the safe-guards to be 
provided to make the equality really effect~ve. This was the grea~ issue 
in the Convention that framed the" Constitution of the Uni~ed States. The 
small states were afraid that the centre might be dominated by the big 

* Report, p. 7 
t Joint Parliamentary Committu Report on t~ Government of India 

"Bill 1935, Para 29. 
II VENXA'rARANGAlYA-Article on States in Para B. Indian Journal 01 

Political Science. Conferenc" Number, 1950. 
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States with their numerical mljoritles and that this would undermine the 
theoretical equality guaranteed by the constitution. They therefore fought 
for equality of representation in the central legislature and succeeded in 
bringing about the "Great Compromise" under which they ·secured 
equality of representation in the Senate. t This example was followed in 
several other federations like Austrlia and Swinerlaild. 

The conflict over the distribution of powers which begins in the con
stitution-framing assemblies 'does not end there. It is continued even 

. after the constitution is framed and put into effect. The only difference 
is that the arena where the contest i,!j carried and the method adopted to 
carry it on undergo a c..'Jange. It is in the legisla'ures, the executive 
ccunciis and above all in the courts of justice that the battle comes to be 
waged and the battle centres not around the powers specifically assigned 
or reserved to one or the other government but around the meaning and 
scope of ,he pewers so assigned. Those who j!tand for a strong cen tre as 
well as thos~ who stand for the autonomy and the rights cf the units accept 
as valid the scheme of distribution of pcwers as embodied in the COfiStitu
tion but they new begin to quarrel bver its interpretation. The centralisers 
give to it a broad meaning 50 that the central government might exercise 
authority over as ~ide a field as possible. The autonomists on the other 
hand insist on a Ilarrow interpretation so that the sphere of the centre 
might be circumscribed and the sector within the jurisdiction of the units 
lLight beccme as extensive as possible. The contest therefore becomes a 
coni est between (he broad and the strict constructionists of the constitu-· 
tion, an i it conti nues to be an unending contest. This has left its indeli
ble mark en the development of the actual as distinguished from the theo
retical distribution of powers in all modern federations and especially in 
the United States, Canada and Australia. 

Among the statesmen of the United States in the period before the 
Civil War, Hamilton stood for broad construction while Jefferson was for 
strict construction. § Both of them relied on that clause in the Constitu
tion which empowered the Congress: "to make all Laws which shall be 
necessary and proper for carrying into. execution Ihe foregoing ( the enu
merated ) powers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution in the 
Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer there
of". It was on the precise meaning and scope of the words "necessary" 

• 
t ALFRED H. KELLY &: WINFRED A. HARBIsoN-The American Con~ 

stitution: ./tsOrigins and. Development, pp.1950. 
§ F, G. WILSON"';' The American folitiCl1l Mind, Ch.7. 
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and "proper" that differences Gf an irreconcilable charact~r arose be~'II'een 
the two statesmen. Jefferson argued that the.term "n e~e~sal'}''' should.be 
taten in its strict sense and not in the sense of Of co nvenient" anll that 
no means should be considered necessary for the ex e cution of any of the 
specific powers exCept those without which the grant of the power would 
be nugatory. To this Hamilton replied: Of It is certain that neither the 
grammatical nor popular· sense oithe·term requires that·construction •••• 
The whole t~n of the clause containing it indicates, that it was the intent 
of the Convention, by that clause, to give a liberal latitude to the exercise 
of the specified powers. The expressions have peclI liar comprehensive:
ness •••• H . When Jefferson aeclared that the bill inc orporating and esta
blishing a national bank was unconstitutional ·on the ground that· the 
power to incorporate anything was not delegated to Congress, that none: 
of the general clauses of the Constitution was broad enough to authorise· 
such incorporation and that the authority for it could not be derived 
either from the Of General welfare" clause or Of necessary" and "proper" 
clause, Hainilton asserted that ( 1 ) Of every power vested in a government 
is in its nature SDveuign, and includes, by force of the term, a right to 
employ all the means requisite and fairly applicable to the attainment of 
the ends of such power; ( 2 ) that it is unquestionably incident to sover.,. 
eign power to erect corporations •••• in relation to the objects intrused to 
the management of the government; ( 8 ) that there are Of implied" and 
" resulting .. powers as well as " express .. one s; and ( , ) that the powers 
contained in a constitution of government, tspe ciaJly those that concern 
the general administration of the affairs of a country, its finances,trade, 
defence, etc. ought to be construed liberally in advancement of the public 
good." 

Hamilton and his party of the Federalists were staunch believers i~: 
what came later on to be called the philosophy of the positive State.. . It 
was their faith that the State should play an active and direct par.t in. pro. 
moting the general welfare of the community and this naturally led them 
to the advocacy of the doctrine of broad construction of the powers assign-. 
~d by the constitution _ to the Central Government. . The protection of 
private property, the maintenance of a sound system cf credit both publiC" 
and private, the strengthening of the bonds of national unity, the suppre-, 
ssion of the, revolutionary doctrines imported from France and found to; 
be subversive of peace and order, an extensive use of the powe11i of .taxa .. 
tion, the expenditure of surplus federal revenue.s on measures of 
internal development and above ~ a system of'protective tariffS· for 
the encouragement ·and promoti.on ·of . manufacturing industries were 
1r0000e of the items iD the programme of the Hamilfoman Fedeta-
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rlSts. 'I! Measures for these purposes were undertaken by them and .there: 
was a steady expansion of tbe powers and activities of central govern-
ment. . 

Jefferson and his party of the Republicans were afarmed by all this 
centralisation. They therefore organised opposhion to it in the name of. 
States' rights and autonomy. The ground of their attack was not that 
the measures undertaken by the centre did not contribute to the general 
welfare or that the State should 110t positively and directly undertake such 
measures but that they all encroached on the autonomy 1)f thf; units. 
Even the assumption of States' debts by the federal government ( al
though this becarnea common feature of federal finance in Canada and, 
Australia later on ) was attacked on this ground. And in vetoing a bill 
'which provided for the. expenditur<! of surplus federal revenues on th~ 
construction of roads and other works of internal development Presi
dent Madison~ Jefferscnian-'-observed: "I am not unaware of the 
great importance of roads and canals and the improved navigation of 
water courses, and that a power In the National Legislature to provide. 
for them might be exercised with signal advantage to the general prospe
rity •. But seeing that such a power is not expressly given: by the Consti-
tution and believing that it cannet be deduced from any part of it without 
an inadmissable latitude of construction and a reliance on il'Jllufficient: 
precedents; believing ailio .that the permanent success of the-. Constitution 
depends l'n a definite partition of powers between the Central and the· 
State Gonrnments, and that no adequate landmar~ would be left by .Ib.e, 
constructive extension of the powers of Congress as proPQsed in·the bill,. 
I have no option but to withhold my signature from it." Still latet when~ 
the Congress passed a bill providing that the proceeds from the sale of 
some public lands should be divided among the states for the support of 
the indigent insane; President Pierce interposed a veto on the ground 
t·hat .if Congress had the power to provide for the indigent insane it would· 
have .the . swe power to provide' for the. indigent who were not insane· 

. and the result would be "to transfer t» the Federal Government the charge, 
~ all the poor in all the States" , which would be subve-rsive of the whole· 
theory upon which the Union of these States wa~ founded.. t: Many. 
oth~.il1ustrations may be given from the history of the United States of· 
the part played by the conflicting interpre-tations put.on the -constitution
in. the c,?mpetitive struggle for power as between the centre and the unim· 

,. •. KELLV&:' HARs~oli, op.cit., .Ch~ter ".: . . .. ' .. . 
t . l'AMW!!LL...,.T~ Fiscal Impact QjEederalum jn ~1".U~itad ,,,states., 

• Proloc.ue..!...;._. 
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and of the inhel:'ent tendency to judge public measures not on the basis of 
their value in contributing to th~ general welfare but on the basis of the 
legal competence of the government undertaking them. . 

It is necessary at this statge to refer to one feature in the working' of 
the federal system which has been responsible for friction between the 
centre and units. The opposition of Jeffer.onians-and .there are leffer~ 
sonians andHa miltonians in every f~derarion -to the expansionist policies 
pursued by the- central government was not alw~s or invariably we to 
the abstract theori~ of States' rights which they held. It was to a con. 
siderable degree the outcome of practical consideration9 and the theories 
were more' or less like rationalisations of these considerations. The exCl'o
cise of power by central governrnent over an extemive field and th~ poli. 
cies which it proposed to pur~u: did not' proJuce identical effects on all 
the units. Some states were greatly benefited by them while some others 
had to sutIet huge losses due in the mnn to that heterogenity in econo. 
mic conditions which gives birth to federalism; The protective tariff, fOf 
instance, benefited the New England States with their expanding industries 
but it proved harmful to the agricultural south and west. Similarly the 
national .. banking system and the conservative federal monetary policy 
were wekome to the north-eastern merchants and manufacturers but 
most of the southerners and westerners were farmers and debtors and as 
such fought the national bank and demanded an inflationary monetary 
system. The expenditure on rOlds and canals out of the federal surplus 
revenue benefited .the spar.se1y inhlbited areas of the .. west. which COnse, 
Quently sought increasing feJ~ral assistance for a programme of internal
improvements but this mew the taxation of the north.east for the bene, 
fit of the west: . The s.lJlie was th~ case with the federal. land .policies. § 
Sectional differences it is that necessitate federalism and. such differences 
are accentuated by the differential effects t.IJ.at central policies produce on 
the various ul),its ·in the fed!ration. This was the case not only.in . the 
United Shtes but also in .Canada and Australia later. on. Several of the 
witnesses for instan~ that gave evidence before.the Royat Colnmi~sion on 
Dominion Provincial Relations in Canada pointed. out how the custom$ 
tariff bore with exceptional severity on the four Western Provinces and 
OD the Maritime Provinces; hew the federal ~nelarv policy after 198\ 
had seriously ,injured the Prairie region; how the freight rate structure 
discriminated against the Western Provinces; how the Dominion ,corpo
ration income-tax policy prtjudiced industry in Ontario; and how the -
Dominion personal inco:ne and Corporation inc)me-taxes injured the 

§ KEI,I,Y ~ HARJiINSON, op. cit., Chapter 10, 
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.fiscal·interest·of the GOlleInmtnt of Ontario and· British Columbia. /I 
Similar complaints were raised in Australia by the States like Western 

· Australia which were adversely affected by the: federal tariff. The in
.lerence to be drawn from all this is. that as the federal exercise of power 
does not prove equally beneficial to all the units there are always certain 
sections among the public who become opposed to centralisation and 

· stand for state autonomy. 

'. In the competitive struggle for.power 'characteristic of federalism this 
unequal incidence of federal policies produces consequences to which there 
is no exact parallel in the unitary system. Even in a unitary state, 
governmental policy may prove beneficial to certain regions and harmful 
to others.. But as there is only ope government to which the people of all 

. regions look for relief there is a possibility of the inhabitants in the ad
versely affected areas getting prompt relief from it. The situation in a fede. 
ration is different. If in conseql;lence of central policies the econolllic 
condition of the people in a particular unit deteriorates it is from the 
government of the unit that the people will have to seek relief as un
employment assistance, labour welfare, etc. are generally within the juris· 
Oiction' of theun:t and not of the centre. This incidentlly raises the 

· question-as it has been raised in Canada and Australia-whether under 
such circumstances the units' adversely affected have a special claim for 
Compensation from the centre. , 

. Oneoutcoine of the controversy betWee~ the broad and the strict con
struction\stsof federal powers is the nature of the remedy that the units 
affected by the federal p01icies might resort to if the harmful policies are 
persisted in. Jf .the policies are felt to be th~ result of the exercise of 
power nO.t permitted by the law of the constitution the remedy lies in an 
!lPpeal to the highe~t court of juslice for which provision exists in the 
United States, Canada, Australia and India. But how far this is an effec
tive remedy depend~ on the view one takes of the influences under ~bich 
~he courts deliver their judgments-a point to which reference~1l be 
made a litrte later. But it may be noted' .here that the Jeffersomans of 
eariy days had ~erious objections both on theoriticil and practical ground, 
to the judicial review of laws by the Supreme Court of Justice. t Where 
iegai issues are not involved the remedy for harmful federal policies may 
be said to lie in the governm~nt responsible for such policies being re-

- placed in a general ele~tion by,another government which' will be lest 

T Report, Book 11,p.280. 
t WfLSt'N, op. cit.; p. 190. 
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partisan. This is what may be called a political remedy. But here again 
one has to consider the limitations to which it is subject. In all federa
tions there is the basic fact of a possible cleavage between the majority of 
the whole population and the inhabitants of particular units.· The clea~ge 
may even be more or less permanent. It is as a safe-guard against majo

-rity tyranny under circumstances like these that equal representation in 
the upper houleof:the legislature and other devices have been introduced_ 
-But tbese are not always effective. It was because they were found to 
·be ineffective that the Southerners in United States put forward a remedy 
which they considered to be more effective, viz. the remedy of II Nullifi
cation .. under which it was open to the legislature of any unit to repu
diate an Act of the central legislature if it found it to be unconstitutional. 
In support ofthis remedy· new theories of the nature of federal union 
-were evolved. The doctrine of the sovereignty of the units was pro
claimed and the claim to secession was put forward. * The question is not 
whether such theories are sound or unsound. The point to be noted is 
that· the competition for power which is inherent in federalism may even 
lead to secession and even to civil war as it did in the United States. It is 
true that the American Civil War resulted in the abandonment of the doc
. trine ofthe sovereignty of the units and of the right of the units to secede 
but it did not bring about the end ofthe controversy between the centra
lists and the autonomists, the broad'constructionists and the strict con
structionists. That controversy has continued all along and still continues. 

" , 

All this detailed reference to the history of the United States is not 
only not irrelevant but it is also of coll$iderable importance •. The United 
States is usually regarded as the best model of a federal state., The issues 
that have been raised in the course of her .constitutional development aDd 
the theories that were built around them have· a universal cruiracter. 
· They have exercised influence over the developments in several other 
federations also. In Canada, for instance, where almost all the Provinces 

· were created by the federal constit\ltion, where they exercise only a 
number of specified powers, where the residuary 'power is in the main 
located in the centre (according to die original constitu~on ) and where 
· the centre has a veto over plovincial laws' aDd control over provincial 
.executives and courts, a compact theory of the constitution with its coro
llary of States' rights has been put forward by several publicists. § 

-----,-:------
* McLAUGHLIN, A. C.-A Constitutional History of the United StaW, 

Clwpter XXXIII. 
-t SCOTT, F. R. '- The Special· Nature of Canadian Federalism, 

C"nq4ian Journal of Econom{cs and Political Scisnce, . Vol. XIII 
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,'Secession movements resulting from dissatiSfattion 'with federal policies 
,have not been unheard of in Canada and.1Australia. t 'They may raise 
'their heads iit India if ,the guflbetween the north and the south widenS; 

,Among the inStitutions characteristic of fede,ralism is 'a supreme 
court',of justice which is expected to serve as the guardian of 'the consti
,tution by keeping the governments in the centre and the units within the 
,limits laid down for them in the cOnStitution. It discharges this ' fuu~
tion by giving its decisions on questions that are raised by partiesappeat
iog before it as to how fat any 'particular law enacted by the federal or 
,the state legislatures is valid in the context of the' distribution of powers 
,as found in the constitution. The 'court' has full discretion to declare 
the law to be ultral)ires of the legislature that has enacted it or ,to up

,hold its validity. -The result is that the centre and the units in a federa
tion have in practice only those powers which the highest court says, they 

; have. It is not therefore the scheme of distribution of ,powers as found 
in the .original constitution that really determines what powers are 
exercised by the' centre and what powers 'are exercised by'the units but 

.it is the' interpretation put upon the scheme by the' highest court that 
,does this. * Everyone idamiliar with the dictum that the constitution' 
.is what the judges say it is.] , , 

, The point howe:er that is' being considered here is'the nature ~f the 
inlluences that determine the interpretation put by judges on the contitu
tion; The history of judici3I interpretation in the United States, Canada 
and AuStralia briogs' outpromioently that' political' conSiderations 
'exercised a complete sway over the minds of. the judges in the judg'
'ments they deliver from time to time. As, has been observed ,by 
,Justice' Dixon of Australia : "The Constitution is a political instrument. 
, It deals with 'governmental Dowers. It is not 'a question whether the 
'considerations are political. for everj q Ueslion arising f~om the Con
stitution cao be so described ... II The contest between the; centralists 

• and the autonomis~ between the broaCi constructionists and the' strict 
'constructionists' characteristically jJfeient' in "the legislatures 'and the 
executives is perhaps even'more pronuonced in the, courts of justice. 

'In determining what powers, theconsti,tutionpermits the centre to 

t DAWSON, R. M.-The Government of Canada, p. 91. 
'" ZINK," HARoLD~Government and J Politics in the United States, 

pp.59-62. ' 
H' Federalism in .Austraiia,I UBLISHED IIY F. W, CHe$f\IRI! (MelbQurn, 

11l+9)p. JII,' , " 
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exercise OF what - powers it permits the units to exercise' the judges 
are influenced not by purdy or predominantly legal coosiderations but 
by. -the political and social philosophy which attracts them." Some' 
among them coosciously or: unconsciously develop a bias towards 
centralisation while some, others develop a similar bias towards States' 
rights and autonomy. Some therefore show a tendency to inter
pn:t the .distribution of pOwer(rather broadly-and [some others quite
narrowly_There are no universally agreed rules of construction or inter
pretacion among them. Different courfs have, adopted different rules of' 
construction and the same court has been found· to adopt. different rules' 
at different times. The rules 1 adopted by the majority of judges in a 
court in diciding a particular case are different from those 'adopted by' 
the minority in their dissenting opinioDli. There are no objective aiteria 
for determining the correctness of the"majority and the minority views. §
As has been remarked by an eminent scholar;" The'· dissentients have 
not been fools, and their reasoning "can rarely be disproved by logic. The 
majo.ity or prevailing views and the dissentient views have usually,been 
1:quaUy responsible.!' t The opinion held by the minority at one time 
is accepted later by the majority and becomes the opinion of the court, 
All these characteristics of judicial pronouncements on the meaning of the 
constitut,ion are ultimately traceable to the fact that the judges afe a part' 
of the public even though they happen to be seated on the elevated chairs' 
iii the courts, and that like' the rest of the politically conscious" sections of 
the ci~ens they become by temperament, education and association' 
champions of centralisation or of states' rights. Each of them develops' 
a philosophy of federalism and his judgmenu are~invariably coloured by -
it. The Courts consequently become the arena where contest for power
as between the centre and the units is 'carried on and the contestents are, 
not merely the parties to the suits to be decided-private individuals or 
corporations _or the lawofficers of the centre and, the units-but also' 
the judges. 

, - : All this is illustrated by what has happened.inthe Unhed StateS, 
Canada and Australia through the process of judicial interpretation. The 
federal government in)he United States, today is ill possession _not of the: 
few powers delegated to it~bythe States in '1787 but of any' number of, 
implied aud resultant powerS arising out of the 'decisions of the Supreme' 

• CARL BRENT SWISIIER-'"-The Growth 01 Constitutional- Power in the 
;;. -United StatesJ Chicago. 1946 ) p. ~17. ' 

§ HERIltANFINER, op, -cit.,pp. ,t48-U.,: ~ , 

t Professor GBOl'MY S&'WBI-Ft4eralistiJ.irAiJmmiai:,1JptCit. : 
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stead of their being concentrated in one central government that dis
tinguishes federalism from unit arism • 

. All problem~ peculiar to f~deralism arile out of this division. A 
study of federalism is a study of the forces that cr 'ate the need for a 
dualism like this, the attitudes which it generate; a!11lng the public to
wards the two governments and the efflct which it produces on the ex
tent and the quality of the general welfdre enjoyel by the members of 
the community. . 

The key t6 a proper under3tanding of these problems and to a dis
covery of correct solution! ,to them lies in an adequate appreciation of 
the fact that under certain circumstances federali,m is the only form of * 
government that is appropriate to a country and t;) the peopl~ inhabiting it. 
Federalism is invariably the result of the unwillingness of the pe1rp1~of a 
country t;) submit themselves to one central author;ty in all governmental 
matters. It also implies an aver;ion to majority ru e in all spheres of life. 
This unwillingness and aversion are the outcome of the existence of cleav
ages among the people due to differences in respect of race, language, re
ligion or culture or to economic differences arising out of the vast size of 
the country, the unequal distribution of its nltural resources and the vary
ing levels ,and directions of the mlterial dlvelop.l1.nt of difflrent parts 
and regions in it. Whatever may be the geogr ,phical, the historical and 
the sociological reasons for this unwillingness of the peopl. to submit to 

. t:le rule of one central authJrity and the dict,tls of a numerical majority 
in all spheres of life the result is to make the iederJI form of government 
inevitable. Moreonr the public will feel frustrated if a unitary form of 
g~verDment is established und~r circumstances hke th~se. It therefore 
follows that the preservation of a federal system becomes an important 
element in what the public consi.:ier to be their common interest. It is 
on this assumption that federalism alone is appropriate t~ certain coun
tries and under cutain circumstances that the competitive and the co
operative factors that are present in it are taken up hen for consideration. 

Competition for power is inherent in federalism. It is not the re
sult of federali~m but it is the general atmos;>here that pervade3 it. The 
material and the m 1ral forces that make federalism a political necessity 
are also the forces that create this competition. Each of the two govern
ments existing side by side in a f~deral system is anxious to acquire and 
retain as much power as possible and to exercise it without any kind of 
inte.!'ference from the other. This competit:on is seen not merely as 

• * ~OSCOE PouND-Federalism as a Democratic Process (Rutgers)pp.16-18. 
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between the central and state governments but also amon~ the state 
governments themselves. Referring to the United States it is observed 
by a writer § that" inter-governmental r, btions .••••• resemble foreign 
relations'in.many respects. They are characterised by conflict and com
petition. Of What is true of the United Sutes is more or less true of tl:e 
other federations. In many cases the cont:st is not waged directly and 
openly Ity one govunment against ano{ her. The conflict is really be
tween different sections of the public--some supporting one governmer:t 
and some supporting another. Thil is q~ite natural and it is all the more 
so in a democrac~ and federations are po sible 011y where democracy 
exists. There are certain groups and interests who get an advantage if 
a particular POWI r is exerci~ed by the State governments and there are 
other groups and interests who stand to gain if the same power is exer
cised by Ihe centre. It is pressure groups of this sort that generate con
flicts for power. The que~lion 'however is not what the social forces 
are which influence the competitive r.ce for- power characteristic of a 
federal system. The point to be stressed is that tbere is such a race and 
that it is one of the unavoidable consequences of the presence of autono
mous governments functioning side by side witbin the same area. 

In al \. federally-organised S!ates there are two sch~ols of politic,,1 
thought and a :tion and the cons titutional history of federations i9 pre
cominantly the history of controversies between. them and their practical 
outcome. There is the scheol of centralisers who contend that public 
welfare is best promoted hy more and more power being lodged in tl.e 
central government. A strong centre constantly growing stronger ar.d. 
stronger is their baltl. cry. There is the other school which stands for 
the autonomy and th: righis of the States, which believes in decentralisa
tion and is opposed to any increase in the power of die centre.. It is 
theNfore a characteristic feature of a1\ federations that discussior.s of pub
lic issu~s and mea;ures are colour~d by the presence of these rival atti. 
tudes among the p"bl c. * J'hese issue. are not examined and settled 
directly OIl the basi; of their merits but in many cases on the basis of the 
effects they are likely to have on the balanc~ of power as bttween the 
centre and the units. These schools have influenced the course of deli
berations of all constituent assemblies that fra'lled the constitutions of 
modern fdecal states and they have conlinued to exercise their influ
ence on the subseqt:eni: functioning of ~heir governmental ! systems. 
--.~-.-------~----- .--~-,-.--- - .-------"~~--~-

§ WILLIAM WITHERS-Public Finance, p. 871. 
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They have had their representatives among the boJy of cithen! and in 
the academic circles. Political parties have been organised on this basis. 
In all organs of government-the legislature, the executive and even the 
judiciary-there are to be found the champions of centralism opposed to' 
the advocates of States' rights. This is the main feature of the politics of 
the federal states. 

It does not make any difference to this contest for power whether 
the federation is the outcome as in the United States, Switzerland and 
Au,tralia of a union of states which before the union possessed all PSlwers 
of government and which are therefore called upon to part with some of 
their powers to a central government newly created or whether it is the 
outcome as in Canada and India ofthe1oJsening of a unitary system under 
which it is t~e central government whichl'reviou,ly possessed anJ exer· 
cised all' powers thlt is called on to part with some of them to auto
oo:nous units newly created. In either case there is the q~esfion of. 
parting with power and the champions of centralism and of States' 
rights are as active in one case as in the other. The process therefore 
out of which the federation emanates doel not ffiJdify the intensity of 
the CJotest although it has naturally some influence on the outcome of 
the contest and the final distribution of powers between the centre and 
the unit'!. The strong centre for which provision has been made in the 
constitution of Canada and India illustrates this to some extent. 

To many it may appear Hrange that there should be a contest at all 
over a queltion which is capable of an easy and scientific solution. They 
are likely to point out that all are bound to accept as sound the principle 
that the central .government should exercise control over all matteu of 
nat;onal and general importance and that the units should exerci e 
control over matters of provincial and local importance and that the dis
tribution of powers should plOceed on this ba,is. But the fact is tbat the' 
principle is sound in theory while it is very difficult of practical applica
tion. It is .only certain matters that wear a clean-cut national or provincial 
aspect. There are many more which may equally reasonably be pkced 
within the jurisdiction of either the centre or the units. Education,lal:our 
welfare, marriage, public health, marketing, transp'Jrt alld unemploym( nt 
relief are some of these matters. An analY3is of the actual distribution of 
powers in federal constitutions shows how several items included within 
the jurisdiction of the centre in some federations are placed within the juris
diction of the units in ethers anJ this indicates that there is room for much 
difference of opinion in regard to the application of the principle referred 
to. This taken alon$'wich the inherent dislike of mljority rule which is 
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the force behind federalism results in the principle being ma;1e use:)f by 
each party in support of the particular stand it takes. It has not therefore 
proved to be of much value in removing or in weakenin$ the contest for 
power. 

One question round which the battle between the centralisti and the 
autonomists is waged is where the residuary powers are to be 10 :ated. 
The autonomists have generally been anxi:>us to leave to the central govern
ment only a number of specified powers and grant to the units all the un
spes:ified residuary powers. The cenlralists have been equally anxious 
to follow the opposite method of leaving to the units only a number of 
specified powers and locate the residuary powers in the centre. Both 
schools of thought invariably proceed on the assumption that the govern
ment in which the unenumerated residuary powers are located is bound 
,to be the stronger government •. This assumption played a vital part in 
the framing as well as in the ratification of the con~titution of the United 
States. To the contention of the advocates of States' rights that the 
new federal government would in course of time grow so powerful as to 

. supersede the States altogether and reduce them to "mere corporations" 
the defenders of the constitution gave an effective reply by pointing out 
that the new government had only specific and enumerated pow~rs and 
therefore possessed no authority except in those spheres W:1ere it had re
ceived a clear and definite grant while the States had powers of a 
numerous and indefinite character reserved to them. II In Canada where 
the large volume of vocal public opinion was in favour of a strong cen· 
re, the device adopted for securing this objective was to 'enum~rate the 
powers of the provinces and leave the residuary authority to the centre. 
So great was the ,ignificance attached to this feature by tlte founding 
falhers of the Canadian Constitution .hat Mr. John A. Macdonald the 
most famous of themal1 observed: 'f In framing the cons:itulion, care 
should be taken to avoid the mistakes and weaknesses of the United 
States' system, the primary error of which was the reservatiQn to the 
different states of all powers not delegated to the General Government. We 
must reverse this process by establishing a streng central government, 
te which shall belong all Fowers not specifically conferred on the pre
vinces." * This assumption has also exercised a large amount of influence 
in the making of the constitution of lud'a. At the Round Table Con
ferences held in London before the Government of InJia Act of 1935 was 
------_._----

II The Federalist {Everytr/cLn's Library J, p; 28;. 
* KENNEDY (EDJ-Statutes, Treaties and Do;umEnts of th,) Canadi41 

C lTlstitution, p. 558. 
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passed there were fierce and bitter controversies between the representa
tives of the Muslims who stood fer a weak centre and strong provincial 

'governments and who consequently pressed for the location of residuary 
powers in the provinces and the representatives of the nationalists an:! of 
the Hindus who pleaded for a strong centre ani therefore for the location 
of residuary powers in the central government. § No compromise between 
the two sections was possible and the result was the drawing of three 
separate lists of powers-an exclusive central list, an exclusive provincial list 
and a concurrent list--and conferring on the Governor General the authority 
to decide which of the governments should exercise power on any of the 
residuary matters not enumerated in the three lists.* The proceedings 
of the Conslituent Assembly. which framed the Constitution of the Re
public of India aI.o point out how great was the importance attached by 
the constitution-makers to the question of the location of residuary 
powers. In the original resolution on aims and objective; moved at a time 
when there was hope of the Muslim League agreeing to a United India 
there was a definite statement that the residuary powers should be located 
in th~ units. t But when the partition of the country became a fact and 
when the need for accepting the point of view of the Mn>1im League dis
appeared the Assembly declared itself in favour of the lo:ation of the resi· 
duary powers in the centre and it is on this basis that the present consti
tution of India has been framed. ** 

But all this fight regarding the location of residuary powers appears 
in the light of history and experience to be unnece'sary and uncalled for.lI 
There is no cOl1J1ectioll between the str~ngth of a government and the 
location of residuary powers in it. The location of these powers in the 
units in the United States and Aus~ralia has not sto~d in the way of the 
continuous and steady expansion of the powers of the centre. Similarly, 
the location of the residuary powers in the centre in'Canada has not contri- . 
buted to the strength of the centre to the extent to which it was expected 
to do so by the founders of the constitution and it has not prevented the 
provinces from enjoying all that autonomy which the States in the United 
States enjoy. The history of the German Republic where the residuary 

-~'-"-'----'-' ---
§ VENKA.TARANGAIYA--Federali~m in Government (Andhra .Unive'sity, 

1935) Chapters II! and VI. 
* Government of India Act, HI3,;, Seventh Schedule and Section 10'. 
t Constitum~ Assembly Debate', Vol. I, p. 57. 

** Item 91 in List I -- Union List, in the Seventh Schedul~. 
II VEN/c\TARASGAIYA--P4deralism in GJvern'1!ent (A/!:lhra U/!iver$ity, 

1935 ) pp. IOj.6. 
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powers were located in the units tells the same story. As was observed by 
the Royal Commission on the Austral ian Constitution: "The choice bet
ween giving the specific or residuary powers to the Commonwealth Par-. 
liament does not itself determine the relative importance or extent cf 
the two spheres. The question depends upon the nature and scope of 
the specific powers." * All the same the location of residuary powers has 
all along'been in the fore-front of the controversies on the subject of dis
tribution of powers. 

It has already been pointed out that the CODtest for power is not 
only as between the centre and the units but also among the units them
selves. The question at issue in this connection is whether the units in the 
federation should have equal or unequal powers and what devices should 
be incorporated into the conslitution in order to make equali'y effective. 
Except in the federalism of the German Empire and of India under the 
Government of. b.dia Act of 1935 the principle of equality wa sgenerally 
recognised. In the United States, Canada. Australia and Switzerland 
federations were on the whole the result of voluntary effort on the part 
of the units. The federal union was not forced on them by an external 
authority like the British in India in 1935. The units therefore would • 
nOI have agreed to any Union unless equality in respect of the powers 
they enjoyed was guaranteed to them and this is what is found in those 
constitutions. In the German Empire certain units like Prussia, Bavaria 
and Saxony enjoyed powers in excess of those conferred on the other 
uni·s. In the federation of rndia under the Act of 1935 the Indian States 
had more powers than the Provinces and this was the reason why that 
flderation was spoken of as a federation of disparate units. t Much of this 
disparity has disappeared in the constitution of the Republic of India al
though on a strict analysis it is found that during what is called a period 
of transition the States in Part B - which are the old Indian States-are 

_ subject to greater control by the centre than' the states in Part A. II In 
the United States and the other federations where the principle of equali
ty was recognised the controversy turned more on the safe-guards to be 
provided to make the equality really effect~ve. This was the great issue 
in the Convention that framed the Constitution of the Unhd States. The 
small states were afraid that the centre might be dominated by the big 

• Report, p. 7 
t Joint Parliamentary Committee Report on t~ Government of India 
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II VEN1tA'rARANGAIYA-Article on States ill Para B. Indian Journal 01 
Political Science. Conference' Number, 1950. 
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States with their numerical majorities and that this would undermine the 
theoretical equality guaranteed by the constitution. They therefore fought 
for equality of representation in the central legislature and succeeded in 
bringing about the 1I Great Compromise" under which they 'secured 
equality of representation in the Senate. t This example was followed in 
several other federations like Austrlia and Swit2;erland. 

The conflict over the distribution of powers which begins in the con
stitution-framing assemblies 'does not end there. It is continued even 

.after the constitution is framed and put into effect. The only difference 
is that the arena where the contest i$ carried and the method adopted to 
carry it on undergo a change. It is in the legisla>ures, the executive 
ccunciis and above all in the courts of justice that the battle comes to be 
waged and the battle centres not around the powers specifically assigned 
or reserved to one or the oiher government but around the meaning and 
scope of ,he powers so assigned. Those who stand for a strong ccn Ire as 
well as those who stand for the autonomy and the rights tf the units accept 
as valid ihe scheme of distribution of pcwers as embodied in the constitu
tion but they new begin to quarrel bver its interpretation. The centralisers 
give to it a broad meaning so that the central government might exercise 
authority over as Vl(ide a field as possible. The autonomists on the other 
hand insist on a narrow interpretation so that the sphere of the centre 
might be circumscribed and the sector within the jurisdiction of the units 
n;ight beccme as extensive as possible. The contest therefore becomes a 
contest between the broad and t!:e strict constructionists of the constitu-' 
tion, an i it conti nues to be an unending contest. This has left its indeli
ble mark on the development of the actual as distinguished from the theo
retica� distribution of powers in all modern federations and especially in 
the United States, Canada and Australia. 

Among the statesmen of the United States in the period before the 
Civil War, Hamilton stood for broad construction while Jefferson was for 
strict construction. § Both of them relied on that clause in the Constitu
tion which empowered the Congress: 1I to make all Laws which shall be 
necessary and proper for carrying into. execution the foregoing ( the enu
merated ) powers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution in the 
Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer there
of ". It was on the precise meaning and scope of the words "necessary" 

t ALFRED H. KELLY &: WINFRED A. HARBISON-The American Con~ 
stitution: Its Origins and. Development, pp. 1950. 

§ F. G. WILSON:- The Ameri,anJ'oliticai Mind, Ch. '7. 
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aDd "proper" that differences Qf an irreconcilable charactflr arose be'ween 
the two statesmen. Jefferson argued that the.term "nece~s;lrr" should.be 
taken in its strict sense and not in the sense of" co nvenient" anll that 
no means should be considered necessary for the execution of any of the 
specific powers except those without which the: gra nt of the power would 
be nugatory. To this Hamilton replied:" It is certain that neither the 
gratnmatica1 nor popular sense of the term re quires that' construction •••• 
The whole t~n of the clause containing it indicates, that it was the int~nt 
of the Convention, by that clause, to give a liberal latitude to the exerose 
of the specified powers. The expressions have pecu liar comprehensive
ness ••• o" . When Jefferson aeclared that the bill inc orporating and esta· 
blishing a national bank was urtconstitutional 'on the ground that· the 
power to incorporate anything was not delegated to Congress, that none 
of the general clauses of the Constitution was broad enough to authorise· 
such incorporation and that the authority for it could not be derived 
either from the .. General welfare" clause or .. necessary" and "proper" 
clause, Haini1ton asserted that ( 1 ) .. every power vested in a government 
is in its nature sover<ign, and includes, by force of the term, a right to 
employ all the means requisite and fairly applicable to the attainment of 
the ends of such power; ( 2 ) that it is unquestionably incident to sover" 
eign power to erect corporations •••• in relation to the objects intrused tc) 
the management of the government; ( 8 ) that there are .. implied" and 
.. resulting .. powers as well as .. express" ones;" and ( 4 ) that the powers 
contained in a constitution of government, e5pe dally thoSe that concern 
the general administra!ion of the affairs of a country, its finances, trade, 
defence, et~ ought to be construed liberally in advancement of the public 
good. .. 

. , 
Hamilton and his party of the Federalists were staunch believers in, 

what came later on to be called the philosophy of the positive State.. . It 
was their faith that the State should play an active and direct part in pro .. 
moting the general welfare of the community and this naturally led them, 
to the advocacy of the doctrine of broad construction of the powera assign •. 
~d by the constitution, to the· Central Government. The protection of. 
private property, the maintenance of a sound system cf cre<ht both public 
and private, the strengthening of the bonds of national unity, the suppre-, 
ssion of the revolutionary doctrines imported from France and found to: 
be subversive of peace and order, an extensive use of the powers of.taxa", 
tion, the expenditure of surplus federal revenues on measures of 
internal development and above . ~ a system of'protective tariffs' for 
the encouragement and promoti,ollofmanuiacturing industries were 
some of the items ill the programme of the HamilfOnlSl1 fed era-
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lists. 'I!' Measures for these purposes were undertaken by them and.there 
was a steady expansion of the powers and activities of central govern-
ment. ' 

Jefferson and his party of the Republicans were alarmed by all this 
centralisation. They therefore organised opposition to it in the name of, 
States' rights and autonomy. The ground of tbeir attack was not that 
the measures undertaken by the cent re did not contribute to the general 
welfare or that the State should not positivl!lyand directly undertake such 
measures but that they all encroached on the autonomy of the units. 
Even the assumption of States' debts by the federal government ( al
though this became·a common feature of federal finance in Canada and, 
Australia later on ) was attacked on this ground. And in vetoing a bill 
'which provided for the expenditure of surplus federal revenues on th~ 
eonstruction of roads and other works of internal development Presi
dent Madison-a Jeffersonian-observed: "I am not unaware of the 
great importance of roads and canals and the improved navigation of 
water courses, and that a power in the National Legislature to provide. 
for .them might be exercised with signal advantage to the general prospe
riIY •. But seeing that such a power is not expressly giverr by the Consei.· 
tution and believing that it car.net be deduced from any part of it without· 
an inadmissable latitude of construction and a reliance on ir.sufficient 
precedents; believing also that the: permanent success of the Constitution 
depends c-n a definite partition of powers between the Central and the· 
State GOl'ernments, and that no lIdequate landmar1!s would be left by. t~e . 
constructive extension of the powers of Congress as proPQsed in.tbe billr 
I have no option but to withhold my signature from it." Still later when_ 
the Congress passed a bill providing that the proceeds from the sale of 
some public lands should be divided among the states for the support of 
the indigent insane; President Pierce interposed a ve~o on the ground 
that .if Congress had the power til provide for the indigent ~nsane it would· 
have.the .Slj.me power to pr()vld~ ,for the indigent who were not insane

. and, the result would be "totransierto the Federal Government the charge 
~ all the poor in all the States" , which would be subversive of the whole 
theory upon which the Union of these States wu founded.. t. Many. 
othqillustrations may be given from the his~ory of the United' States of· 
the part played by the conflicting interpretations put. on the constitution· 
in the c~mpetitive struggle for power as between the centre lind the units-
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and of the inher;ent tendency to judge public measures hot on the basis Of 
their value in contributing to the general welfare but on the basis of the 
legal competence of the government undertaking them. . 

. It is necessary at this statge to rder to oae feature in the working of 
the federal system which has been responsible for friction between the 
centre and u11its. The opposition of Jeffer.onians-and there are Jeffer~ 
sonians andHa miltonians in every f~deration -to the expansionist policies 
pursued by the central government was not alw~ys or invariably due to 
the abstract theori.:s of States' rights which they held. It was to a con. 
siderable degree the outcome of practical considerations and the theories 
were more or Ius like rationalisations of these considerations. The exe"," 
cise of power by centr.al governrnent over aB exten~ive field and the poli· 
cies which it proposed to PUfiU: did not projuce identical effects on all 
the units. Some states were greatly benefited by thell/. while some others 
had to suffe( huge losses due in the m1in to that heterogenity in econo~ 
mic conditions which gives birth to federalism. The protective t.ariff, fOf 
instance, benefited the New England States with their expanding industriCll 
but it proved harmful to the agricultural south and west. Similarly the 
national. banking .system and.the conservative federal monetary policy 
were welcome to the north-eastern merchants and manufacturers but 
most of the southerners and westerners were farmers and debtors and as 
such fought the national bank and demanded an inflationary monetary 
system. The expenditure on fOlds and canals out of the federal surplus 
revenue benefited .the sparsely inh3bited areas of the .. west. which conse~ 
Quently sought increasing feJ.eral assistance for a programme of internal 
improvements but thiS' m~mt the taxation of the north-east for the bene, 
iiI of the west. The saDie was th~ case with the federal. land .policies. § 
Sectional differences it is that n~cessitate federalism and. such difference, 
jlre accentuated by the differ.ential effects that central policies prodqce 9n 
the various units .in the fed!ration. This was the case not PIlly.in . the 
United St-rtes but also in Canada and Australia later. on. . Several of the 
witnesses for instance that gave evidence before.the Royal :Colnmi~sionon 
Dominion PrlWincial Relations in Canada pointed. out how the custom. 
tariff bore with exceptional severity on the four Western Provinces and. 
OD the Maritime Provinces; how the federal IlJOnetarv policy. after 198\ 
had seriously .injured the Prairie region; how the freight rate structure 
discriminated against the Western Provinces; how the Dominion ·corpo. 
ratiPll income-tax policy prejudiced industry in Ontario; and how the • 
Dominion personat inco:ne and Corporation inc)me-taxes injured the 

; KEu y &; HARBINSON, Op. cit., Chapur ] 0, 
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fisca1.interest 'ofthe Government of Ontario and British Columbia. II 
Similar complaints were raised in Australia by the States like Westem 
Australia which were adversely affected by the: federal tariff. The in • 
. ference to be drawn from all this is. that as the fed~ral exercise of power 
does not prove equally beneficial to all the units there are always . certain 
sections among the public who become opposed to centralisation' and 
stand for state autonomy. 

In the competitive struggle for.power -characteristic of federalism this 
unequal incidence of federal policies produces consequences to which th,re 
is no exact parallel in the unitary system. Even in a unitary state, 
governmental policy may prove beneficial to certain regions and harlllful 
to others.. But as there is only Olle government to which the people of all 

. regions look for relief there is a possibility of the inhabitants in the ad
versely affected areas getting prompt relief from it. The situation in a fede
ration is different. If in consequence of central policies the econolllic 
condition of the people in a particular unit deteriorates it is from the 
Bovernment of the unit 1 hat the people will have to seek relief as Un· 
employment assistance, labour welfare, etc. are generally within the juris
mction' of the un:t and not of the centre. This incidentlly raises the 

. question-as it has been raised in Canada and Australia-whether under 
such circumstances the units adversely affected have a special claim for 
compensation from the centre • . 

. One outcome of the controversy betwee~ the broad and the strict con· 
structionists of federal powers is the nature of the remedy that the units 
affected by the federal po1icies might resort to if the harmful policies are 
persisted in •. Jfthe policies are felt to be th~ result of the exercise of 
power not permitted by the law of. the constitution the remedr lie:' in an 
appeal to the highe~t court of justice for which provision (XllIts III the 
United States, Canada, Australia and India. But how far.this is an elfec
iive remedy d~pend~ on the view one takes of the influences under ,,:hich 
!he courts deliver their judgments-a point to whichreference~ll be 
made a little later. But it may be noted -.here that the Jeffersoruans of 
early days had ~erious objections both on theoritical and practical ground, 
to the judicial review of laws by the Supreme Court of Justice. ~ • Where 
legal issues are not involved the remedy for harmful federal poliCies may 
be said to lie in the government responsible for such policies being re
placed in a general ~lection by,another government which' will be less 

11- Report, Book 11, p. 280. 
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partisan. This is what may be called a political remedy. But here again 
one bas to coosider the limitations to which it is subject. In all federa
tioos there is .the basic fact of a possible cleavage between the majority of 
the whole population and the inhabitants of particular units. '. The cleav.age 
may even be more or less permanent. It is as a safe-guard agaiost majo
-rity tyranny under circumstances like these that equal representation in 
the upper house of :the legislature and other devices have been introduced. 
-But these are not always effective. It was because they were found to 
-be ineffective that the Southerners in United States put forward a remedy 
which they coosidered to be more effective, viz. the remedy of If Nullifi
cation .. under which it was open to the legislature of any unit to repu
diate an Act of the central legislature if it found it to be unconstitutional. 
In support of this remedy new theories of the nature of federal union 
-were evolved. The doctrine of the sovereignty of the units was pro
claimed and the claim to secession was put forward. * The question is not 
whether such theories are sound or uosound. The point to be noted is 
that the competition for power which is inherent in federalism may even 
lead to secession and even to civil war as it did in the United States. It is 
true that the American Civil War resulted in the abandonment of the doc
. trine of the sovereignty of the units and of the right of the units to secede 
but it did not bring about the end ofthe controversy between the centra
lists and the autonomists, the broad"coostruction!sts and the strict con
structionists. That controversy bas continued all along and still continues • 

., 

All this detailed reference to the history of the United States is not 
only not irrelevant but it is also of considerable importance •. The United 
States is usually regarded as the best model of a federal state". The issues 
that have been raised in the course of her .coostitutional development and 
the theories that were built around them have a universal cb3racter. 
They have' exercised influence over the developments in several other 
-federations also. In Canada, for instance, where almost all the Provinces 
were created by the federal coostit\ltion, where they exercise only a 
number of specified powers, where the residuary -power is in the main 
located in the centre (according to die original coostitu~on ) and where 
.the centre bas a veto over plovincial laws' and control over provincial 
,executives and courts, a compact theory of the coostitution with its coro
\lary of States' rights bas been PUt forward by several publicists. § 

• MCUUGHUN, A. C.-A Constitutional History 0/ the United States, 
Chapter XXXIII •. 

-f SCOTT, P. R. - Tbe Special' Nature of Canadian Federalism, 
ClIlKldian Journal of Econom(cs and Political Sc~nce, . Vol. XIII 
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Secessiori movements resulting from dissatiSfaction 'with federal policies 
,have Dot been unheard of in 'Canada andJAustraiia. t 'They may raise 
, their heads' in India if' .the guflbetween the north and the south widens; 

Among the institutions characteristic of federalism is a supreme 
court' of justice which is expected to serve as the guardian of 'the consri~ 
,tution by keeping the governments in the centre and the units within the 
,limits laid down for them in the constitution. It discharges this . fun~
lion by giving its decisions on qilestioils that are raised by parties appeal'
ing before it as to how far any particular law enacted by the, federal or 
,the state legislatures is valid in the context of the' distribution of powers 
as found in the constitution. The -court' has full discretion to declare 
'the law to be ultra lJires of the legislature that has enacted it or ,to up
,hold its validity. -The result is that the centre and the units in a federa
tion have in practice only those powers which the highest COUft says, they 

, have. It is not therefore the scheme of distribution of ,powers as found 
in the .original constitution tlUt really determines what powers are 
exercised by the' centre and what powers 'are exercised by'the units but 

.it is the' interpretation put upon the scheme by the' highest court that 
.does this. * Everyone is familiar with the dictum that the constitution 
,is what the judges say it is. I . 

. The point however that is' being considered here is'the nature of the 
influences that determine the interpretation put by judges on the contitu
tion; The histo'ry of jildicial interpretation in the United States, Canacla 
; and AuStralia brings' out prominently' that 'political' conSiderations 
't:xercised a complete sway over the minds of. the judges in the judg
'ments they deliver from· time to' time. As has been observed, by 
,Justice' Dixon of Australia : "The Constitution is a political instrument. 
, It deals with 'governmental DOwers. It is not '3 question whether the 
'considerations are political. for everY question arising from the Con
stitution can be so described." II The contest between the.7ccntralists 

• and the autonomis~ between the broad constructionists and the' strict 
'constructionists' characterisiicalfy present' in' the legislatures 'and the 
executives is perhap!f even'more pronuonced in the, courts of justice • 

. In determining what powers the constitution permits· the centre to 

t DAWSON, R. M.-The Government 0/ Canada, p. 91. 
* ZINX,' HARoLD-Governmimt and J Politics in the United States, 
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exercise .01' what, powers it permits the units to exercise the judges 
3rc influenced not by purely or predomiaantly legal colISideratiollS but· 
by. 'the political and social philosophy which attracts them. - Some' 
among them' colISciously or: uncolISciously develop a bias towards 
centralisation while some, others develop a similar bias towards States' 
rights and autonomy. Some therefore show a tendency to inter. 
pret the.distribution of power(rather broadly-and [some others quite 
narrowly. There are no universally agre'ed rules of construction or inter
pretacion among them. Different cour's have adopted different rules of
construction and the same court has been found' to adopt different rules 
at different times. The rules 1 adopted by thi majority of judges in a 
court in diciding a, particular case are different from those adopted by' 
the minority in their dissenting opinioDli. There are DO objective criteria 
for determining the correctness of the'majority and the minority yiews. §, 
As has been remarked by an eminent scholar: .. The', dissentients have 
not been fools, and their reasoning 'can rarely be disproved by logic. The 
majo.ity or prevailing views and the dissentient views Mve usually,been 
equally responsible.!' t The opinion held by the minority at one time ' 
is accepted later by the majority and becomes the opinion of the court, 
All these characteristics of judicial pronouncements on the muning of the' 
constitution are ultimately traceable to the fact that the judgts· are a part' 
of the public even though they happen to be seated on the elevated chairs' 
in the courts, and that like"the rest of the politically conscious 'sections of 
the citixens they become by temperament, education and association" 
champions of centralisation or of states" rights. Each of them deulops' 
a philosophy of federalism and his judgmeoti are-invariably coloured by , 
it. The Courts consequently become the arena where contest for power' 
as between the centre and the units is 'carried on and the contestents are: 
not merely the patties to the suits te be decided-private individuals or' 
corporatioos _or the law officers of the centre and, the units-but also, 
the judges. 

, . 
, : All this is illustrated by what has happened. in the Umted' States, 

Canada and Australia through the process of judicial interpretation. The 
federal government in:the United States, today is in possession ,not of the: 
few powers, delegated to it~by the States in 178'1 but of any number of 
implied aud resultant powers arising out of the 'decisions of the Supreme' 

• CARL BRENT SWISIlER-"-The Growth 0/ Constitutional, Power in the 
",:" ·UnitedState!JChicago,1946)p.217r'~: _. " - - ... 
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Colirt; It has become 11 true national government and· Hamiltonianisttl. 
has completely triumphed. As a distinguished writer has expressed it :, 
.. ·Although that government ( Federal Government) is one of delegated 
powers, .the passing years have brought increasingly broad interpretation 
of these powers so as to make possible the concentration of the forces of, 
the nation both for the promotion of the general welfare in time of peace 
and for the waging of war. In the light of present intepretations, we 
have no problem of too little power in government, for the power avail
able seems almost commensurate with the potentialities of the resources 
of the nation. The unanswered question is rather whether with the ex
pansion of governmental power we have adequently maintained our tradi
tional restraints upon the exercise of govermental authority."· The 
contest between the judges inclined to put a broad construction and those' 
incline~ to put a strict construction on the constitution has finally result
ed in a victory ofthe former, 

Canada also illustrates the combatant role of the judges in determin
ing what powers in actual practice should be exercised by the centre and·. 
what by'the .units. But there is on,: difference in this respect so far as the, 
fioal result is concerned bet\veen what the Supreme Court of the United 
States has brought about and what the British Privy Council ( the high- . 
est . court for Canada) has brought about. The bias of the Supreme 
Court was on the whole in favour of the central government and it Wal 

a bias which was quite in harmony with the changing economic and social 
conditions •. The bias of the Privy Council was more and more in favour 
of the provinces. It took on the whole an academic and unrealistic view 
of the constitution and in terpreted it in such a manner that the provinces 
today are in possession of more powers and the central government is 
subject to more restraints than what were intended by the founders of the. 
federation. t 

In Australia also the interpretation of the constitution was very much 
affected by the politica1.predilications of the jUdges. In the early days 
most of the judges of the High Court were advocates of States' rights •.. 
In delivering their judgments they toak the view that the Commonwealth 
powers should be given a narrow construction.· This process, however, 

. underwent a change from 1920 onwards in consequeace of Sir hac Isacs, 
a firm believer in nationalism and in a strong central government having 

oil CAal. BRENT S~~SHER"';'The G.rowtir.o/ Comtitutional Pow" in the 
United States (Chicago. 1946 ),p. 102. 
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I:ecome chief justice. The Court came to consist more and more of 
jqdges favoUfing a broad interpretation of the constitution and the result 
was a steady expansion of the powers of the centre. § This process reach~ 
ed its climax in the Unifomi Tax Case in 1942. The net result of all 
this is that the States though sovereign in 'their sphere in S'rict law have 
in fact become subservient to. the centre. As one competent 'critic has 
remarked: .. Australia is in the process of ceasing 10 be a federation of 
independent groups of people, and is being changed into a unitary 
State tI. . . 

Reference has now \0 be made to another asECct bf the competition 
for power inherent in federalism. Every system of government should 
continuously adapt itself to the changing needs and cirCUlnstanc~ of the 
society whose interests it has to safeguard. aDd promote. There must 
always be a certain amount of dynamism about it. Static systems lose all 
vitality. The dynamism that should characterise the federal system of 
government is of a special variety. It consistS-in a fresh redistribution 
of powers between the centre and the units as demanded by the chang
ing needs of society. A distribution which suits one age may not suit 
another. Such a redistribution has become all the more necessary in re- . 
cent times. The federal systems which are now functioning in the 
diHerent countries of the world were established when those countries 
were still in the pre-industrial stage of economy. That was the stage when 
agriculture was the main occupation:of the 'people, when production was 
carried on for direct c3DSumption instead of for a distant ma!ket, and 
when the individual citizens had few wants aDd dod not look very much 
to their governments for satisfying them. The family and the local 
community wen: adequate to provide all the services that . the individuals 
were in need of. . The industrial revolution through which every one of 
these countries pasced has brought about a complete change in their 
socill and economic structure. t An interdependent commercial economy 
took the place of the isolated economy of the past. Business and indus
try fell into the hands of trusts, monopolistic OrganiSltiOns and giant cor
porations exercising a sort of imperial sway over the workeri, the consu
mers and general public. II Econotnic depression and mass Wlemploy- . 
ment became the rule. Urban civilization brought with it the problems 

, GEOFFREY SAWEII, op. cit., p 19. 
* HOR'BLE THOJIAS PLAYFORD-Federalism in Australia, p. 60. 
t CoRRY, J. A.-Democratic Government and Politics, pp. 865·6. 
II S-WISHU-flp. cit., pp. 285·86, . 
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':of housing, slum clearance, public health, transport, etc. The growth of 
detUocracy and the achievements of technology created in 'the masse! an 

· :intense desire for a bigber standard of life. It became clear as tme' 
· weilt oil tliat planning of some SOtt or other was necessary if the national 
'economy was to function smoothly. Above all there was the need for 

• making preparations for wars. 

· Ail these changes ,in sacial economy called' for more and stili more 
powers being exercised by the State. It was the only organisation that 
.ha~ the strength, the resources and the jurisdiction required to regulate, 
'tontro1. and plan the economy of the people with a 'View to remove the 
. evils of industrialism, provide the new social services demanded by the 
.m"sses 'and bring to the public the hlaximum social good out of the tech

:-nological progress which became the order of the day. In all federa
. tions therefore the problem was wpJ\!h of the two governments should 

exercise the powers tharwere. called for. And this gave an added inten-
· sity to the contest between the centralists and the autonomists everywhere • 

. ' -In all federations there is the possibility of bringing about a redistri
.bution . of powers through the process ohhe formal amendment of the 
,costitution. . This is a more direct method of giving the needed ftexibi
-lity to the constitution than the melhod of judicial interpretation which is 
also condemned by some on the ground that it leads to government by 
judges and therefore inconsi.tent with the principle of democracy. The 

,method of formal amendment has an additional advantage in some COUll-
tries like Swi~er1and and Australia as it gives opportunity to the f lecto
"t~ to directly express their views on the proposals for a redistribution 
of powers. . 

But on the 'whole this me\hod has tlCt been fruitful in (,iving the 
needed flexibility to the constitutions of the federal states except in Swit
zerland •.. Of the twenty-One amendments lO the constitution of the Unit
ed. StateS no amendment had a direct bearing on the redistribution of 
powers, ex~ept perhaps the Sixteenth, which conferred on the Congress the 
power to lay and ~Ilect taxes on incomes. In Canada there was only one 
such amendment as a consequence of which" Unemployment Insurance" 
was included among the powers of the centre. In Australia ninety 'ODe 
amendments relating to the transfer of powers to the 'central governmen t 
were submitted for referenda from time to time, but of these only one
that relating to Socia! Services-~eceived the approval of the people indica
ting thereby that even in this industrialised age the A ustralim electorate is 
not very much in favour of increased powers being granted to the 
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centre. * The explanation which was given for this attitude on the part of 
the people by a scholar who made a spedal study of the subject was that 
the people as such "have no fixed or even long-term views about the Fe
deral Constitution or about the distribution of legislative powers under it, 
because federalism and its legal implications are a mystery to the bulk of 
them. .. t But t his is not conviqcing. IT such a poor opinion is enter
tained about the capacity and the political interest of the people the case 
for demoaacy and federa1ism loses all its force. The truth of the matter 
is that the forces which generate the competitive struggle for power in a 
federation and infiuence the opinions and conduct of politicians, legisla
torS, administrators and judges equally influence the electorate and the 
masses of the people. There is no escape from it. Speaking about the 
United ~tates one Writer has remarked: " Conflict and controversy over . 
the • proper' scope for the application of state and national powel1 have 
played a dramatic part in the political history of the United States, The 
unending tug-of-war tetween the governmental ~ntre and circumferenre 
has been one .ofthe principal topics of political discussion arui debate 
since the Constitutional Convention and the Federalist· Pa~rs. f;ve/:! 
the superior strength which forced natioml unity after the war between 
tlle states failed to give a final answer to the question. Nor does any tinal 
solution seem likely to be found. While the nation and its parts continue 
to develop -in a changing world there is little reason to suppose that the 
balancing process bet"'~en state and Federal authority will.reach a perc 
manent equilibrium. .. § What is true of the United States is equally true 
of other fed~ratioas. CQmpetition for power is inherent in fedE;raJism, 

--------------_._-
* SWISHER-Federalism in Australia, op. cit., p. 19 
t SWISHER-Federalism in Australia op. cit., p. 110 
§ GARLART C. Rotrrr-The Annals ~f the American Academy 01 

fo(ip~ IUI4 Social ScreTlce, /anUllTy 1910, p. !IS, 
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The competitive trends which are characteristic of federalism are 
seen not only in the matter of the acquisition arid retention of p,)wers by 

o the governments at the centre and in the units but also in the way in 
which they exercise their powers. This exercise of powers by them pro
duces consequences which are partly desirable and partly undesirable. 
Among the desirabl e consequences are the sco?e which it provides for ex
perimentation in the political field, tlie services which it renders. to the 
successful working of democracy in countries of vast size and the factili
ties which it secures for the adaptation of governmental policies to areas 
with dissimilar economic interests and to people with different kinds of 
culture and social philosophy. * No detailed reference is made here to 
tEl the desirable consequences like these· for the simple reason that they 
do not raise any serious problems r(quiring a solution. The undesirable 
consequences, however, have to be considered in some detail partly because 
it is these that have injured the interests of the public and partly because -
it is as a preventive of such consequences and as one of the effective reo 
medies for them f hat co-operative action has been recommend ed. The 
co-operative trends may therefore be looked at as antidotes to the evils 
arising O:lt of the competitive trends. The view that the only remedy for 

. such evils is the substitution of unitarism for federalism is a mistaken 
one as it ignores that under certain circu:n,tanc~ a:1d in certain countries 
federalism is th~ only system of government that is. appropriate and 
workable. The remedies proposed must there! Jre be In the context of 
federalism and not in superoession bf it. 

Competition in the exercise of power consists in a tendency on 
the part of each government in a federation to work in isolation from the 
other governments and in "failure to recognise that its exercise of power 
might adverse! y affect the ability of other governments tc?- d~charge ~e 
functions for which they areresp)nsi~le u Idee the constitution. T?IS 
is not merely or solely a characteristic of the goyernments of the UDlts. 

The central g)v~rnme~lts alS) shoon the Slme tendency. It so happens 

'" CoRRY, 1. A.-op. cit., Pl" 380-9, 
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~; so~etimes th~ maj~~ities in ~ontrol ~f the. centtallegislature or the 
Central executive at any particular time are territorial majorities consist
ing mainly of persOnS teprrsenting particular' geographical areas. Refe
rence has already been made to this aspect in dealing with the rivalry 
between the Hamiltonians and Jeffersonians. Similar issues have ari~en 
in Canada and Australia. Today in India there is a susp:cion that the 
~tre is dominated by the representatives of the north and the west and 
that the voice of the east and south are not very much heard. Fears 
and suspicions of this sort may be groundless in particular cases but this 
does not mean that the policies pursued by the centr.li government 
win not produce harmful consequences to the people living in parti
cular areas although they may be advocated in the name of the general 
interest. 

Similarly the policies adopted by th~ governments of certain units 
may" adversely affect" the administr~tion of matters which are within the 
jurisdiction of the celltre or of the other IX its. This is because there is 
3!ways ali element of artificiality about the" distribution of powers in a 
federation, and functioDs which are really inter-dependent become se
parated and placed under the control of different governments. t IJe~ 
fence, for instance, is a functioll of the centre while education and publie 
health are included among the tuncti"ns of the units. The capacity of 
lhe centre to get proper recruits for defence services depends very much 
on the way in which the units discharge their responsibilities in- respe,t 
of education and health. Neg'ect of these responsibilities on their part 
may result in ill-educated and unhealthy recruits getting intl the army, the 
navy and the air "services and undermining their effi:iency. Take again 
the regulation of foreign" trade which is within the jurisdiction of the 
centre. In discharging this function the central government may find it 
neces'ary to d!termine the quality of goods exp:lrted to foreign countrIes. 
But its succen in this respect depends on the way in which the units ~is
charge their functions in regard to agriculture, forestry and other i!1dus" 
tries which are within their jurisdiction. The free mobility of labour for 
which provisiO"l is made" in all federal constitutions raises similar issues: 
It is quite common for persons born and educated in one provi~ce to move 
provinces in search of employment. It" is therefore a matter of much 
iinp:lrtance to the owners of industrial and other concerns in these 
~rovinces that the workers whom they employ should -have received" 
a solind general education and technical training of the appropriate chara
cter. Any !Iegligence of a provincial government in matters like these 
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aif~ adversely the interests of the othe.f provinces. §. ~xampl~ ljke 
these may be multiplied to show that even whe~ the government of the 
centfe or of any particular unit does not intend to cause injury to the inte· 
rests that the other governments have to safeguard and promote, such in· 
jury may actually result. This is the natural outcom"e of their action in 
isolation. . . 

There is next anQther group of (1,Indesirable consequences which reo 
sult from deliberate action taken by governments of certain t:nits in full 
knowledge that it will be harmful to the people of some other units and 
even to the country as a whole. It has, for intanc~, been' observed both 
in the United States and Canada that States and Provinces are in the habit 
of adopting policies' with a view to protect their local industries, the local 
trades and businesses and the local labour market by creating all 
sorts of infer-state and inter-provincial trade ,barriers. The (onsti· 
tution of the United States !1eclares that .. no State shall •••••••• 
lay any imposts or duties on ~mports or Exports, except what may 
be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection laws". Simi
lar provisions guaranteeing internal free trade exist in the constitu· 
tion of Canada. But all the same in actual practice so many devices 
which frC'm a strictly legal point of view appe"r to lie within the powers 
permit' ed to the units under the constitution have been adopted which in 
effect have cr~ated numerous internal trade barriers. One writer has list· 
ed eight such devices in the United States rescrted to by the units in 
exercise of their Tax and License powers, five such devices in:the ~xercise 
of their police and regulatory powers and two leading devices jn exercise 
of their corporate and proprietory powers. t Besides these, there are 
barriers of an extra-legal character interposed by administrative authori. 
ties. The Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relatior.s in Canada 
( 1940 ) ha. given numerous examples of 1111 hat it calls" Provincial Pro· 
tectionism to -the levying of taxes which weieh more heavily on outside 
products than on local products, regulation of retail se'ling' and the con· 
tlol of prices in I discriminatory manner; inspection and grading laws so 
as to hamper inter-provincial trade; and bount'es to encourage local in· 
dustries and propaganda in favour of buying provincial products. The 
Commission has also pointed out how the damage; resulting from local 
protectionism has taken various -forms, how it has led to the artificial 10' 
cation of industries within the national economy, !tow it bas become res· 
ponsible for the wastes of un«;,conomic competition and for the uncertain· 

§ Report 01 the Canadian Royal Commission; Book II, p. 128. 
t F. EUGENE, MELDER-The Annals! Of. cit., PI" 56-50. 
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"ty of business everywhere and how it has created riva'ry and jea' GUSy 
between provinces.. In the light of observations like these it is worthwhile 
carry ing on research jn our country also as to what extent the State go
vernments are trying to artificiallyl foster local industries and businesses 
through the discriminatory exercise of their legislative and administra
tive powers. The point to be noted in thi. connection is that here are 
certain powers conferred by law on the gover nments of the units but they. 
are being frequently abused. How to prevent the abuse is the great pro-
blem, ' 

'the exercis= of power iii isolation has also led to competition in the 
sphere of taxation in most federations:and this has been facilitated by the 
fact that there is no such rigid se):,aration of tax sources in them as is 
found in the Indian federation. For a long time convention and usage 
were effective in bringing about such a separation in the United States, 
Canada, Australia and Swil2;erland. . But with the increasing demands 
for expenditure by the governments both at the centre and in the units 
due, in the main, to the exigencies of war and the Widening of the scope 
ohtate activities i" respect of the provision,of social services, the conven-

. liolia! separation has completely broken down. * The result Is that sub
j ect to 1I few limit,ations the same ~taxes have been levied in recent years 
by the federal, state and even local governments. In the United Stales, 
for instance, incoQle-taxes, co-operation taxes, inheritance taxes and tu
es on gasoline; tohacco anei alcoholic beverages have been resorted to by 

. governmebts at all levels. The same has also been the case in respect of 
several taxes in Canada,~ and Australia_ The criteria laid down by the 
expOnents of the science of 'pubHc finance as regards the suitability of 
'particular taxes for being levied by paracular governments hav~ heen 
c')mpletely ignor~d in the competitive race for getling as much revenue as 
possiDle,Tbis has led,to ~all the evils of double and multiple' taxation. 
It 'is said that bef?re the UllifoI'tJl Income-tax was introduced in Austra
lia by~e Comrqonwe.alth Gov.cmment. in 19!2 <there were twenty-Bix 
different taxes on income. § The definition of .. income ", the rate Of the 
tax, the minitnUlll income exempted from taxation, the form in which the 
assessees have to submit their_returns, the rules of .. ~mplian~e" and 

* ... " . z<tport, op. at., p. 64. , 
t HAROLDM. SOMERS - Public Pinanceand Natiotlal Income, 

Chapter;2 , 
§ SPOONER, E. S.-Speech at the All-Australia Fideral Conven

tion on .. Changing the Constitution". Proceediflgs ,dited. by C. A. 
Bl.AND ( 19liO ). 
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· . everything else relating to income-tax varied from unit to unit in all tbe 
federations; The fault does not lie only with thegovernmeD4 Df the "nits. 

· It is found in some cases, as in the United States, that the central govern
ment had iQvaded the· fields of taxation by·· resorting: to taxes like tbe 

· Motor Vehicle Tax, taxes· on amusements, etc. wbicb are more appro' 
priate for exploitation by the units. * All this baS produced so serious a 
reaction in some of the federations that to overcome the evils resulting 

· 'fr~m .them it was proposed by Mr. Spooner, * a great authority. on 
Australian finance, that" there sbould be only one taxing authority, and 
the obvious authority is the ICommonwealth Parliament. Thc States can 

, preserve· their independence with a constitutbnal right 10 certain shares 
· of the total revenues and the right to control their own expeQditures 
according to their policies ",The Canadian Royal Commission did not 
go so far but recommended the centralization ofthe Income, the Corpo-

· ration and Inheritance taxes. Everywhere there is a realization of the 
harmful effects of tax competilion. ' 

. "} , ' 

There are two other aspects of tax competition to which reference 
, bas to be made. One is the use which is made of it as an instrument of 
· local and provincial protectionism-similar to the use made of the tariff 
to prote~t national industries. This has been done in the United States 
through the medium of tax fa,·ours anp t'\X exemptions as well as through 
punitive tax measures. All these are designed to place burdens on com
modities produced elsewhere. § The other aspect of it consists in the 

· efforts made by the governments 'of units)o reach beyond their own 
boundaries for taxable resources and impose taxation on the residents of 
other units and the properties located in them. This feature is promi
nent in Ihe levy o~ death taxes, corporation taxes and use taxes. A cal· 
culation,that was made in the United States some years ago showed that 
the.theoretical claims to a death tax put forward by different States would 
have resulted ill. ·tbe total tax being substantially more tb~n the entire 
estate. There is also of course another feature of this competition-the 
desire on the part of certain units to keep their rates of inheritance taxa
tion relatively low in order to attract the (, lVners of wealth.· Whatever it 
be, this kind of inter-StatfS tax competition is responsible for various 
abnormalitie~ in the functioning of governments existing side by side in 
a federation. It leads to mutual retaliation and recrimination. Even as 
all instrument ~f local protectionism it has not bee~ much of a success.. 

* SOMERS, op. cit., p. 465. 
~ SPOONER. op. cit. , 
§ The Annals, op. cit., pp. 62-69 
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The competitive exercise of power also prcdu~escertain und~irable 
effects on gDvernmental borrowing_ It leads to the governments at the' 
centre and in the units bidding agalllst tach other in the same Ican mar
ket and a consequenet rise in the rates of interest at which they can bo
rrow. It rncourages even the pocrer units in federation to start costly 
prDjects simply because they do not want to appear to be less progressive 
than the richer units. And when anyone government defaults either in' 
the payment of interest or the repayment of principal it is not merely that 
its credit that is affected but also the credit of all governments. If debts . 
are repayable in fDreign currencies it creates other undesirable compli" 
eations. * ' 

Another undesirable consequence of the competitive trend aris es 'Out 
'Of the disparity that exists in all federations between the administrative 
powers and responslbiliues of the uDits and t.heir financial power. The 
burden of making provision fDr social and develDpmental services like edu
catiDn, high,vays, health, insurance against old age and sickness, the relief 
of tne indigent, unemplDyment assIS[anCe, etc. is either explicitly or by' 
implication laid 'On the units. 1 his is the cutcDme 'Of most 'Of the fede
ratiDns having been established at a time when gDvernments were nDt 
ex~ected tD undertake services of this sDrt Dr undertaKe them 'On the scale 
'On whidi tney are being, undertaken tDday. All thtse are functlDns fDr 
the ·efficient discharge 'Of which huge financial resDurces are required. 
Hut it so happens that the tax resDurces at the dispDsal 'Of the units 
yield 'Only a meagre amDunt 'Of revenue. o:lome of tne most lucrative taxes 
like custDms are under the exclusive cDntrol 'Of the centre;' and some' 
others like the InCDme and cDrporation taxes can be better exploited by 
the centre than by the units even where the latter have the constitutiDnal. 
power tD make use 'Of them. The result is that even the richer units in' 
a federation find it diffiCUlt to meet out 'Of their own revenue the expen.' 
diture they have to incur 'On sDcial and developmental selvices. The 
pOSitIDn of the poorer units is naturallY much worse. 

In all federatiDns there is considerable inequality in economic matters' 
between unit and unit. In some the per capita. income is high; and in 
some others it is very low. From this several consequences fDllow. Some 
units do not make provision for all the services for which the y are under' 

* MOFFAT, ROBERT E.-Financial Relations between the Australian 
Commonwealth and the Australian States, Canadian Journal. op.cit; 
Report of the Canadian Royal Commission, op. cit., Ch. IV. . 
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a ,constitutional obligation to provide. It is absolutely beyond their capa~ 
city to do so. Even in respe~t of" services for which provision is made 
the standards attained are comparatively low. Although it is doe fact 
that the residents within the jur~dication d each unit are also and pri
marily the citizens of federation as a whole the mere accident of their 
place of residence determines in large measure the adequacy or otherwise 
of the educational, health and recreational facilities with which they are 
provided as well as the protection afforded the m against unemployment, 
bId age and other contingencies. Citizens resident in poorer units are con
demned to a low standard of life which becomes lower stilI in times of de
pression while those living in a neighbouring unit which happens to be 
richer enjoy a high sfandard. Such disparities among citizens of different 
sQvereign states may have a justification but there is little justificat ion for 
such disparities among citizens in the same state. 

Thereis another point to be considered in this connection. Even 
the low level at which services are provided for in the poorer units re
quires the imposition of more burdensome taxes than what the case is in 
the richer units. It has been found that on the whole the poorer units 
tax their limited resources to a larger extent than the richer units do in 
respect of their more ample resources. The tax system of the poorjlr 
units tends to become heavier and more inErquitable in another way. In 
almost all federations the units rely much more on consumption taxes than 
on income-taxes and consumption taxes are known for their regressive 
character. * 

. All this disparity between administrative power and financial power 
has made several people demana the transfer c.f the administrative powers 
to the central government. If this demand is conceded it will be found 
that most of the powers now kept withlO the jurisdiction of the units will 
have to be transferred and there will be very little left for the units to 
admlDister. It will mean an end of federalism. Even froni"'a theore'ical 
point of view the proposition that administrative power should be equat
ed with financial power IS not sound. ·The fact that certain taxes which 
are of a lucrative character can be better levied and collected by the cen
tral government does not mean that It has a sort of proprietorship over 
the rev~nues oerived from them. If this were the case every item in the 
list of subjects included within the jurisdicllon of" the centre however 10-

~ignificant It may be from an intrinsic standpoint should be given a prlOo 

:j: ALVIN H. HANSEN« HARVEY S. PERLoFf-State and Local Fi
nance in the National Economy, pp. 29-8', 
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rity in relation to public expenditure than even the most important items 
in the list "f subjects witbin the jurisdiction of the units. The pre$Crva
tion of ancient monuments, anthropological Survey of India and the Im
perial War Museum included in the Union List in India should be given 
priority over education, health and agriculture which are included in 
the State List in the Indian Constitution. This will be a most unreason
able course. It will be as fallacious as the view that the luxpries on 
which a rich man can spend his income have a higher order of preference 
than the necessities of the poor man. The attempt to equate admini.tra
tive and financial power will mean that units with richer resources should 
have more powers conferred on them than those with poorer resources 
and all federations must be federations of disparate units-a result which 
is contrary to the whole process of the evolution of modern fe4eralism. 
Finallv it should be recognised that simply because the centre has more 
financial power it does not automatically lead to the conclusion that it has 
equal competence to exercise administrative powers. This is the reason 
why even in unitary States certain functions are made OVlr to local autho
riti.s; and the need for the retention of adtninistrative powers by the 

. units in a federation is all the greater in view of the histor,ical~geographi
cal and cultural considerations that are at the basis of the federal system. 

The-above illustrates the case of the government of a unit not exer
cising the powers conferred upon it by the constitution or exercising them 
to an inadequate extent owing to the lack of financial capacity. But there 
are cases where it is not the incapacity but the unwillingness to exercise 
powers that produces the undesirable consequences. This unwillingness 
is ordinarily due to the fact that unless all the units in a federation simul
taneously exercise the particular powers the unit which first exercises them 
will have its interest affected adwrsely. This is illustrated by what has 
happened to labour legislation in states like the United States and Canada 
where it is incluied within the iurisdictio'l of the units. Most of the 
government9 of the units showed hesitation in enacting laws on hours of 
work, minimum wages, age for emoloyment and general conditions of work. 
in factories for the reason that if similar legislation was notenaeted by 
other units their industries would be elaced in a disadvantageous position 
in competing with the correspondin~ industrieq elsewhere as their produc
tion costs were sure to go uo in conseq'lence of labour laws. * A\thC'u~h 
everyone is a!(reed that without quch laws bein!! enacted and enforced by 
the state the conditio:} of w;)rlters ca~1'lot b~ e'f~ctively imoroved, action 

. for the pur.,ose was slow. What is true of labour legislation is equally 

. * C;,!1ICIdian Royal Commission Report, op. cit., p. 46, 
, ... 
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true of every other kind of legislation which places restrictions upon one 
-section of the citizens wjth a view to safeguard the interests of other sec. 
· dons. . 

The existence of a nUllJber of cempetil1g autonomous governments' 
· exercising. their powers more or lESS in isolation also results in a great deal 
· of diversity in the laws of the country. It is of course true that it is to pro. 
mote diversity wherever it is necessary and desirable that the federal 

: system of government has been organised and it is in fact the justification 
for this kind of government. But it is quite possible that diversity which 
might be tolerated in an age of isolated economy may become a source of 

· confusion.and annoyance in an age of interdependent economy. In all 
federations trade and commerce have now attained this character. If 
under these circumstances each unit has its own laws regulating bills of 
exchange, contracts, insurance, corporations and oth er matttrs rdating to 

· business and industry the national economy ig bound to suffer. This is 
the reason why in countries like the United States the problem of uniform 

· giselationT under a. federal system has come to attract the attention cf 
'publicis~and' politicians. 

So- far reference has ben m de in the main to such of the un
desirable·' consequences of 'federalism which are 'positively harmful 
There are however other consequences which are not positively in-

· jurious but which stand in the way of the maximum social adv~nrage be
ing secured. This happens because for certain purposes joint action on 
the part of a numbel>of neighbouring units is necessary but such action 
may not be forthcoming because of the habit of the units in a federation 
to work in isolation. Matters relating the navigation of rivers flowing 
through several provinces,. irrigation projfct~j hydrn-electric scheme!, 
conservation· of . natural resour~e., municipll water supply, stwage. 
disposal, prevention of river· pollution. the protection of the life of 

· migratory workers and their itenerant f.milies are some "f -the matters 
which can be effectively administered only by joint ac tion. -

From this survey it" is .clear that tlte cOIU"etitive · .. xercise "f power 
· which is the dominant characteristic of gov_rnrnentq in federations h,s to 
bOo ch'c~ed alJdregulated fthe =::t~re~s of the nublic are to be promoted 
· to the maximum eX'.ent. And it is fOf6e"1lrm~ this purpose that a numh.r 
of co-operarive devicts hove been introduced in all t"e f .. d·r 11 states. 
The instrurnental value which federalism poss·'ses as a ~ystem of Ii: vern· 
fi\~llt d!(len:h Y!r'f ll'.l:l <ll tq: nlti.\re an:! ~Ja'itr oftqese device~. 



III 
As has been observed by an American writer, co-operative federalism 

.. proceeds upon the assumption that the sta·e and national govenmenfs 
are not necessari1yantagonistic legal entities engaged in a perennial struggle 
for jurisdiction across a no-man's land policed by the SURrell).e:Court. 
To the contury, it assumes that they are public service agenciesfdesigned 
to serve the sames public with whatever means be at their disposal. " t 
The Smle idea was given expres.ion to by the Lanadian Royal Commi
ssion when it stated: .. National unity and provincial autonomy must not 
be thought of as competitors for the citizen's alIegimce for, in Canada at 
least, they are but two facts of the same thing-a sane federal system. 
National unity must be based on provincial autonomy and pr~inciaal utof 
nomy cannot be assured unless a strong feeling of national unity exists 
throughout Canada. "* Ther ealisation that the promotion of the public 
interest and the general welfare is the common goal of the governm.nts 
at the centre and in lhe units and that they should work in concert and 
not in complete i90lation in their efforts to reach the goal is the essence of 
co-operative federalism. . " 

The idea of co-opeutivefederalism is not new. It is as old as the modern 
fe1eral movement itself. Elements oHt are found in the constitution of the 
United S'ate'l which is chronologically thF fintof modem federations. 
These elem~nts were further elaborateJ in the constitutio~ of fed~rations 
subsequently formed-the federatiom of Switzerland, Canada," Australia, 
the German Republic and the Republic of India. It is even possibl.to • spea\' of a process of evolution of federalism as a system of 20vemment 
during the last one hundred an i sixty years and to point out that the 
"basic f,ature of this pr0i=ess is the incorporation of a lare~ and larRer 
number of co-operative techniques and devkes into federal constitutions. 
Viewed from thi. standpoint tbe constitution of the Republic of lPdia 
may be u;d to be superior to .that of any other federation •. Sevfral 
su~gested proposm and recomnendati laS made in other countries to 

t DAV,D FELLMAN-Problemr of Post-war World, p. 191. 
• C;'l"a!iian ROJ''l1 C;ommissiO!l Report, op. cit., p. ~69t 
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bring,about a larger amount of co-operation between the centre and the 
units and among the units themselves have actually been included in the 
Indian Constitution. 

hmollg the techt.iques for co-operative aetion that are to be found 
in federal constitutions the first place is to be given to the principle of 
concurrent as distinguished from exclusive powers. The idea of exclusive 
pQwers emanates from an exaggerated importance being attachad to the 
indep.ndellce and autonomy of the two sets of government in a federation 
although in certain matt~rs exclusive jurisdiction is the only J;CaSonable 
course, The principl ~ of concurrent powers proceeds on the assumption 
that it is on,ly in certain spheres that governments shou'd be completely 
autonomous while in many others they should work conjointly. There 
is also another idea involved in the scheme of concurrmt powers. It is the 
idea that there are different aspects to every subject on which govern· 
mer.ls have to undertake leg:slalion and that only some of these aspects 
have a nati<i'nal significance and have therefore to be dea't with by ttle go

, vemments, at the centre while other aspects have only a provincial or local 
significance aDd should be left for being dealt with by the governments of 
the units. It follows from this that it is not appropriate to assign subjects 
as wholes either to the centre or to the units.:j: They should have con
current jurisdiction over such subjects and each should regulate particular 
aspe ;ts in relation to them. There are various elaborations of this idea 

, of aspects. One such elaboration consists in the centre being given power 
to enact normative legislation and lay down the g<neral standards while 
the,units are left with power to apply such standards in the light of vary
ing local conditions and circumstances. * Another elaboration consists 
in the centre fixing what may be called the minimum and the units being 

, left to do anything they want by way of adding to the minimum. 

The impor~~nce of-this technique of co-operative aclon through a 
list of concurrent powers has been increasingly recognised in r~cent times. 
The'number of items included in the concurrent list was small in the 
earl er constitutions but in the constitution of India there are forty-seven 

. such items and they deal with many essential mattetls like Civil and Cri-
minal Law,~ Labour and Social Legislation. § The Canadian Royal 
Commission ( 1940) recommended the inclusion of Fisheries, Employ--

,t ARrHUR W. MACMAHON-Article on .. Federation" in Encyclo
, predia of Social Sdences. 

* Constitution of the German Reich ( Weimar Republic) Articles 8-11 
,§ Seventh Schedule-List III Concurrent List. 

j , .•• 
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~ent Office~, Social Insurance, Transport and marketing in the list of 
concurrent subiects. It also expressed the vIew that the IJominion 'Go
vernment might fix basic standards in regard to minimum Wdges, maxi
mum hours of work and the minimum age of employment leaving to each 
province the power to impose such higher stand.rds as it desired. § .~. 

Another device for bringing about co-operation between the centre 
and the un.ts (and also among the units in some cases) is inter· goveQ
mental delegation of powers. It has already been pointed out that 
one ot the drawb~cks, of federalism consists in an inappropriate allocation 
of powers. It some times happens that a power which in the interesls of 
uruformilY s.hould be exercised by the centre has been allocated to the 
units in the origmal constitution and experience might suggest the need 
for a tr.msfer. This can be 'effected directly through constitutional 
amendment. But for various reasons the method of amendment is found 
to be difficult. It therefore becomes necessary to have a more flexible 
method of effecting the transler and proviSion for delegation of powers " 
found in some federal constilutions is of great service in this connec
tion. t It is quite possible that the units do not want to part with the 
particular pown for all time. They'may be anxious to find· out on the 
basis ol,expriment as it were how far the tranfer would be really useful, 
and this kind of exploration is easier If there is provision for delegation. 
An outrtgnt amendment of the constitution may be disliked because it 
means tne transfer in perpetuity. !t may also be that only some of the. 
units are in favour of the transfer and If there is provision for delegation 
the centre will be in a positIOn to undertake legislation applicable only to, 
those units, They w.ll not be put to the nGcessiry of waiting till unani. 
mity in favour of the transfer is secured from aI11he units. It is consi
d.rations like tnt se that induced the Canadian Royal Commission to re' 
commend die incorl'oration of a provision for delegation of powers in 
t~e Canadian constitution. * One refinement that it has suggested is th;lt 
it must be 'open to· the centre also to delegate any of i, s powers to the 
units. 

The powers of delegation may. be made use of in another way. It 
~s been found from experience that In respect of several nUtlers it w~1 

§ Report, op. cit., Chapters 11 and IV. 
t Commonwealth 01' Australia Constitutioll Act, Section bJ, It.m 

XXXVII. 
. the ConstiUltion of India. Article 262, 
Report ,op. cit., pp. 72-75. 
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be enough if legislative power alone is exercised by one ~r the other go
v:ernment while the administrative power in the matter of enforcing the. 
legislation is delegated to the other government. This was a feature of 
German federalism * and it is still a feature of Swiss Federalism to leave 
to the units the administration of several laws enacted by the centre. ~ 
This also served the additional purpose of reconciling the Ilfiits to the in' 
elusion of many items in the central jurisdiction. In Australia in days 
when both the states and the central government leviPd an income tax, 
t he central government admtnistered its own tax as well as the state taX 
in Western Australia while it delegated to the governments of other fiVii 
States the p .. wer to collect the central income tax along with their own 
taxes, Some of the states also solicited the services of the federal go
vernment in the administration of entertainment taxes. In Canada the 
Central Government collected, in addition to its own income tax, similar 
taxes for Ontario, Manitoba and Prince Edward Island. In six cf the 
nine provinces the enforcement of provincial as well as Dominion statutes 

- in regard to Police is entrusted to the ( Central ) Royal Canadian Mount
~d Police under agreements between the Dominion and the provinces 
concerned. § Even in a country like the U.nited States which is known for 
its U dual federalism .. there is now a tendency to make use of state 
officials for putting into effect federa. policies and programmes. The 
device is considerably used in connection with the vital statistics work 
of state and national public health authorities, the enforcement of 
national and state game laws, work connected with .the national guard, 
and· certain branches of emergency relief work. t During the second 
World War it was through the state' governments that the federal 
government adminislered the S~lective Service Act, the s)stem of 
rationing and price control and Air-raid protection. The arrangements 
then introduced have come more or less to stay.· Referring to this 
aspect of co-operation ene writer remarks: .. 1 his has not come about 
because the states demanded a shate in tpe war programme, but because 
the national go\ernment found that local units could. be extreme
ly useful in doing many things that had to be done expediliously 
and with some due regard for local sensibilities and regional varia-

* Constitution of the Reich, 01" cit., Article 14. 
:j: A. L. LoWELL-Government and Parties in Continental Europe, 

Vol. lip • • 8,;. For recent developments, however. see Add" Sieg
fried-Switzerland ( 195U) pp. 160-6i. 

§ . Report, 01'. cit., Pl'. 177-78. 
t LB"'NARI) D. WHITE-Introduction to the Study 0/ Public Adminis· 

tralion ( 1948 ) Chapte X. 
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tion. * There are many who think that· there is no justification for the 
commonly held view that central administration is more efficient than 
administration by units and they consequently welcome administrative 
powers being exercised by the units.· It goes without saying that unified 
administration in several cases whether it be underthe control of the 
centre or of the units is conducive to economy. 

Several co-operative oe\ ices are being used and some more have 
bten suggested'to mitigate the evils arising out of competition in the field 
of taxation and of borrowing. One such device that is in use in the 
United States is the system of Tax Credit and Tax Deduction. Under 
this system the amount collected by (lne government is allowed as a cre
dit agairut the amount due te the other if both state'and federal gove;n
ments are using the same tax. This is an inducement for all the states 
to levy the taxes to which the credit syst em is applied in preference to 
other taxes. It has the merit of ecabling the state to share in the tax 
~~e limiting the burden on the t'li-payer and removing some of the in
lunous effects of double and multiple taxation. t Another co-operative 
device is the surrender by the units of their right to levy certain taxes oil 
condition that they are levied by the centre and the proceeds distrib~ted 
among t~ units. A third device is for the units to surrende~ their right 
to levy ceruin taxes on condition that the centre compensates them for 
the loss of their revenues through special grants. In Australia the 
States surrendered their rights in res pect of income-tax in f9i2 and have 
been receiving special grants in return. § It was on these lines that the 
Canadian Royal Commission recommended the surrender by the Province .. 
of their right to income, inheritance and corporation taxes and they form
ed the basis of the agreements that were subsequently entered into by 
the Dominion with some of the provinces. II It is not to be concluded 
from this that the devices referred to have finally solved all the problems 
of inter-governmental finance. For, as a matter of fact, th<y have created 
some new problems. But they all indicate that it is only through co
operative action that they are capab! e of being solved although there are 
several who obj :ct to the various co· operative devices on the ground that 

t DAVID FELLMAN -op. cit., p. 191. 

• HARTLEY LEtst Lurz.-Public Finance, pp.l1l, 308"11. 
t liARrLl!Y LEIST Lurz.-Public Finance, p. 308. 

t Grants Commission Report, 1950. 

1\ DAwsoN R. M.-op. cit., pp. 180-35. 
5 
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they involve too many testr ietions being placed on the autonomy of the 
units. 

Among the itstitutions that bAve bfCn created for prevention of 
competitive bargaining in the matter c.f governme.l1talloans the Australian 
Loan Council des(fvedly occupies the rr.osl I reminent place. It is a 
body consisting of theCcmmonwealth Prime Millister and the premiers 
of the various St~tes and it has practically the final voice in determtning 
the amount that should be raised each year by way of lOIns by li;e Cen

.tral and State Governments and the conditions under which they should 
be rzised. Mr. Spooner's suggestion 1!:at thele shculd be a single raxing 
authority for the whole federation is merely an (xtension d the plindf Ie 
on which the Loan Council is ba~ed. A similar suggesdon th;;t.all taxes 
should be levied and collected by the Federal Government has been made 
by s()me other wliters also. ~ The Canadian Royal Commission has re
commended that the Finance Commiss;on proposed by it should be en
trusted with the function of examining lhe soundness of the provincial 
loans under certain circumstaoces~" The Finance.Commission provid. 
ed for in the Constitution of Indii· is empowered 10 make recommenda~ 
tions on almost all financial matters of an inter-governme~tal characlrr. t 
The Uniled States Congress Committee on Fe d ral, State and LoCJ~ 
Government Fiscal Rel2tions ( 1943) and the United States Treasury 
Committee have recommonded the establishment (f a .. I-ederal-State 
.Flscal Authority .. for pr:>rnotinll finanCIal co-ordination. 

The system of central grants to the units which is a characteristic of 
·modern federalism is a co-operitive device . which is most effective in 
remedying a great many of the undesirable consequences arising out 
of inter-governmental .competltion. It is us:fuJ, for instance, in pro
viding relief to the units which are adversely affected by the policies 
ptirsued the central government in the general interest and reconciling 
the minorities to majority rule. Serverai of the units ·m Australia and 
Canada have put forward their claims for special gralltson this ground 
although there are always difficultic s in maklllg an eXdct _ estimate of the 
losses sustained by any particular unit in consequence of central policies. 
The Canadian Royal I.ommission considered it to be a matter of simple 
equity and justice to pay grants to areas that have become impoverished 
by national. economic policies which enriched other areas and which were 

~ SOMERS-op. cit., pp. 472· 3. 
* Report, op. oit., p. 124. 
t Articles 280-81. 
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ado?teJ in the general interest. 

Grants also serve as an instfdm!nt for stimulating the activity of the 
unitS in m.tters which according to the constitution are within their 
jurisdiction but which have a dir~ct o~ indir! ct bearing on matters within 
the jurisdiction of the centre. If, f.)f instance. the efficiency of defence· 
d~pends on the way the units administer education and public health and 
if it is fO:1nd by the centre th ,t th.se matters are not administHeg by the 
units in ac:ordlnce with reco;nised standard~ tliey may be stimulated to 
ply ad~quate artentio."l to them throu6h a system of central granls. - This 
hlS in a\;llost aU federations determined the selection of items for which 
granti are given. Highways, public health and education have general\y 
been among such items because these have more bearing on many of.the 
functions that the centre has to discharge. It is on this principle that 
grants au being given now-a-days for the cOJ.servation of na'ural resources,' 
In .1'1 these ca,es grants serve as a reward for local effort_ * . 

Grants are also us!d to mitigate the evil effects due to the disparity 
bet .. een adin;nistrative power and financial power. It has already been 
p :nnted out that the units lack in most cases the financial resources nee~
cd to efficienrly adm;nist,r th~ fun:tioIl5 for which they are responsible· 
un :~r the constitution while the cenTre which has the necessary financial 
resources has no jurisdictional control over S:1ch.functions. The system 
of grants an i subsidies g>ts over th~ difficulty arising out of this situation 
and bring. about s:>mething like a combinatbn between administrative and 
financial powers. One idea that has been responSible for the incre.sing 
attenti lO paid in .1'1 f~ ler~tion; to thi. as')~ct of grants is that pf a national 
minimum. It hlS come to be reco~ni.ed that the fact that under federa
l,.sm there are· two governmen's instead of one for promoting public inte
rest should not result in 101V~rinr: the standard of He of any section of citi-_ 
zem Shlp'y be-ause thev h~ppen bv accident to reside in particular areas. 
or un'ts and that ~very citize" i~ entitled to a c'rtain minimum in respect 
of all essentials of life. ot h·alth. education, re1ief in times of sickness and 
unemployment an.i assista.,ce in ,.,ld age. This id~a of a national mi .. i
mum ca ... he put into effect onlv when the centre makes grants to the 
unit~ and enab'es them to movide th~ neces.ary social services to tJ.eir . 

. citizens. I" d-termini'l'!' the amount nf special grants to be made t,., the 
various states the Austr~1ian Grants Commis,ion has adhered to this 
princip'e. § The C'nadian Commission has also stated that grants should 

• HAROLD M . . GRovF.s-Financing Government, pp. 60! ,1\. 
t l?~ortl 01" cit, ,lOST. 
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be 'design!d with a view to make it possible for every province to pro· 
vide for its people services of anrage Cl:udian stln;brds. * 

, The system of grants not o:l1y implies that the centre co-ope ute 
with the units in enabling them to dischar~e their .rispJnsibilities but also 
that the richer unit. are under an obligation to co:ne to the assistance of 
the pJorer units. Looked at from this point of. view tlte centre is mere
ly an instrument for transferring the wealth an i inco:ne of the richer units 
to the poorer ones which are in gr~ater , need of them. This is an exten
sion of the well recoitnised principle of modern taxation that it should be 
u1i1ised to bring a'Jout more equitable distribution of wealth in soci~ty. 

There are several who criticise the system of cen'ral grant!: on the 
ground Ihat,it leads in a Vari!1y of ways to an encroachment by the' 
national government on the autO:lomy and rishts of the units. There is 
some truth in this criticism though it is ofte I eXlg,; ,rated. Through 
grants the centre is in a position to dictate the units not only how they 
should spend the moneys it PlYS the:n but also the ex Jenditure they incur 
on other services. The functions for which ai is ar: given by the c~ntre 
acquire a preferred position. The Governments of the units are induced to 
favour activi:ies relating to) such functiJns at the expeme of others eq·.nlly 
meritorious. As Professor Harris puts it: .. Consid~r, for, example, the 
effect of Fed:ul aid UpO:l expendit<lrel for highways and old-age assis. 
tance. An im,Jarcial student of public finmce would be forced to dmit 
that these activities have been placed in a highly pref~rred p )si'i )n, and 
that other governmenta1 functbns eq <laU v imp:>rtant have suff~red bee luse 
of the divtrsion of available state and locl! fun Is into thes,. and olher 
activities which are f~dera11y aided. " * 

But the question to be c:lnsider~d is what lh ~ altemati Je> at: to a 
system of grants and wh·ther those alternatins help th~ mlintenlnce of 
t'le auto:l.o:ny of the units to a greater exrent. A. has alreadv bem point· 
ed oat most units will in the absence of grants not be able to provide 
tlieir eiti:l;etn even with that minimum of social services which it is their 
duty to provide. In e:>n.eqlence of this they will lose all prestige an:! 
their citi:z:em will n:>t Clre t,) pr.serve a'1 auto'1O'11Y which hlS' no rrean
ing for them. It raises the sa'Tle is.ues as tbos' raised in cO!1n~ion with 
the nineteenth century liberalism by the a lvocltes d negative v~rsus 
positive freedom. The S'CO:l.i. alternltive is t> transfer to the central 

*_ Report, op. cit., P 12 l. 
• rh~ Annq!s, op. cit.! .p. Ill. 
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government tbe rfSpo~sibility for the administratioll of all those services 
which the units are unable to finance. Thill will mean outright centralisa
tion and the disappearance of all autonomy. * Neither of these two alter
natives is therefore helpful ia preserving states' righfs and independence. 
Moreover, t be criticism that the acceptance of federal' aid is also an accept
ance of all the cQnditions imposed by the centre expresses only a half 
truth. There are conditional and unconditional ai1s and the movement 
today is :more and more in favour of the latter. When conditional-aids 
are administered through an independent Grants Commissbn as in Aus-_ 
tralia and as has been recommended by the Canadian Royal Comicission 
the grants become mOre and-,more unconditional and the uuits rec, iving 
them will be in a position to discharge their responsibilities without the 
need to surrender their discreti!ln in policy-making. What is, therefore; 
require d is systematisation of grants on a scientifically calculated basis. 
It is the a':>sence of such a basis and of an institution to work it our 
that accounts for the large vol .. me ofcriticis:u of federal aid in tbe 
United States. All the same, federal grants have come to stay; and they
afford one more illustration of the co-operative trends in cO::ltemporilry 
federalism. -

Co-operative devices for preveatin~ the growth of inter-state trade 
barriers and fIX bringing about unifo~m st Ite laws and uniformity in their 
administration are also to be found in severa~ fe :ierations. Th ,yare 
more numerous in the United States than in other countries. This is due 
to the fact that in that countty there are as many as forty. eight units and 
the disadvantage. arisin!( out of tra:le b_.rriers and diversity of bW$ are 
more serious. The need for coun'eracting them is correspondingly much 
grelter. In addition to this the economy of the United State. i. a more 
higldy integnted and interdependent one •. Interest ther,fore in freedom 
of internal trade and in uniform laws and a~miDistration is naturally 
more wide-spread. All t~is ~ceounts for the lar!(e number of ins.itutions 
in thort country created for the purpose of securing the needed freedom 
and uniformity. . 

Among these insti'utinn, the Council of SUtP Gnvprnmen~s d.s,rve! 
the first "ta~e. Tt i. co~posed of the mpmber~ of CO'll",issjnns or 
C"m",itteps on T'l'er-c:'tate Co-ooention e·tahH~"ed in -each of 'he fnrty
eight ~tates. -Tvpical Commiss'orts consist of ten mem!'ers of the le~is
lature and five a 1mini.trativ~ o'ficials. ... he CounCil thus con 'tituted 
s.rves a. (I) aclearine house for inform1tion and resea-ch, (2) a medium 

It HANSEN AND PIlI\LQFP Of, cit., pp_ 124_;5, 
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for improvinglegislative arid administutive practictS of State Govern
ments, (8) an instrumentality for encouraging futl co-operation among 
the states in solution of inter-state problems both region3.\ and national, 
and ( 4) a means of facilitating and improving feder3.\-st ate relations. 
Sever3.\ associations 'like the American Legislators' Association, the 
Governors'· Conference, the Nation3.\ Association of Attorneys General, 
etc. work in close collaboration with it. It 3.\50 co-opera'es in tne legisla
tive program!De of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uni
form State Laws. t 

Organisations like these have succeed!d in removing many of the 
tfade barriers and in .. ironing out conflicts among the States in other 
fields, including water resources, const rvalion of fisheries, liquor control, 
conflicting taxation, inter-state parks, motor vehicle re~ulation, and crizr.e 
control." § The National Conference of Commis,ioners on Uniform 
State Laws has beel) responsible fOl; drafting about one hundred model 
and' uniform acts by 1948. Most of th· m have been designed to facili
tate ordinary busi'less operations across state lin'S through uniform legis. 
lative requirements in 3.\1 States. The response of the stat~ leghlatures 
to the efforts of the Conf.rence hlS not been as encouraging as it ought 
to ber, but there is a general r.:cognition of the value of its work. The 
habit of .. Legis'atlvl: I..opying" which induc~s the framers of state con
Stitutions and'the dfJfters of state statut,s to frequently take similar do
cuments from convenient sister states or from the Feder3.\ Government all ' 
models for their efforts, the propaganda carried 0:1 by lobbying organi. 
zations, which is a common feature of public anj political life in the U ~it7 
ed StattS, and the pressure which the central government is able to exer· 
cise on States through the machinery of grants havo also helped the crea· 
tion' of uniform laws. • Another device for cotlcerted act ion among the 
States is the conc!u.ion of inter-state complcts for which provision 
exist. ill the Constitution. By 1946 as many as tighty such compacts were 
entered ·jnto in rel,ltion t~ boundari~s, ce.sions' o~ la'ld, water suooly, 
crime cO'ltrol, brid,es, tllnnels, parks, control of fisheries, port develop·, 
ment, river-valley development and so on. * 

InCaTla-ia a mf"lst u~eful puroos~ ha~ been served by the Inter-Provin. 
cial and the Dominion-Provincial Conf,rences. Of the twO the latter are 

t The Boole of tha States: 1950-51, ( Vol. Ill), pp.8-0. ' 
,~ The Annal', op. cit., p. '03. 
• The A,maT,. nTJ. cit., pD. RO.F! t. 
~ WILUAM ANDERSON.,-Am.eric'!n Governme[lt, f. 2~1. 
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of greater value. They are conferences of the prime ministers of the Do
minion and of the provinces and of the "leading members of their cabi~ 
nets. Almost all queS' ions In the field of Dominion·Provincial relations in 
which there is scope for uncertalDty and friction come IIp for discussion 
in them. The results of these conf, rences have been found to be so fruit
ful that the Canadian Royal Commission" recommended that tbey should be 
held more regularly \\ ilh an agenda settled sufficiently in advance. In 
emphasizing the superiority of this kind of co·optralion over the alter-
1:ative of centralization it observed:" It is in the interest of provinces 
themselves that efficient methods of ca·operation be devised. The ten
dency in most federal states has hen towards centralization at the ex
pense of the provinces. In so f.r as matters requiring uniformity of 
treatment, or concerted action can be dealt with by co operation among 
the prc;vinces, or between the Dominion and the .provinces, lte case for 
add.tlonal centralisation to promote efficiency or uniformity will not 
aris:!. " t 

• 
(" oneerted action is also promol ed in Canada through Conferences 

of admidstrative officials in similar departmenls of Dominion and pro
vinctal governments and through srecial inter-depattmental committees. 
Th~ Royal Commission has suggested the estab ishment of a representa- . 
tive tribunal to .enqulre into complaints about the setting up of trade 
barriers through discriminatory legislation and administration. It has 
also recommended the crealion of representative appeal b"ards to review 
deciSIons on matters r.lating to unemployment ald. The point that de
serves special attention ID tnese and in sim.lar other cases is the increas~ 
ing importance atta~htd to institutions repIesenting the Dominion and" 
provincial governments for undertaking co" operative action ",herever 
necessary. ThIS has a close analogy to the method by which reconcilia
tion is brought about under democracy between the freedom of the in
di vidual citizen and the need for the expansion of state activity which 
naturally infringes on that freedom. Thill metliod is to give to the citizen 
a share in the power to formulate state policies through his elected repre: 
sentatives sitting on the legls'atures and other -governing bodies. In the 
same way the freedo.n of units in a federation has to be reconciled with 
the needs of uruform action over the whole area of the federation, needS 
Which have become larller and more urgertt. And. this· need is being 
satisfied by the establishment of new institutions representipg the govern
ments of the centre and of the units. .". 

The most imporant institution working for concerted and co-opera· 
tive action in p.ustralia is the Premiers' Conference.· "This body, con-

1 : 

t Report, ojJ.cit., p. 7U. 
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sisting of the Prime 1 Minister of the Commonweaith and Premiers or 
States, meets at least twice every year and takes joint informal decisions on 
imaortant financial, as well ;s non-official, matters affecting Federal State 
relatiom. Th~se deci.ions are subsequently confirmed by means of F e- ' 
deral-State agreements and/or simultaneous legislation. The Conference 
provides an eminently suitable ground for the ventilation of grievances 
and opinions on matters in dispute or on matters of collective federal sig-' 
nificance and enables both the Commonwealth and 'States to shape nation
at p~licies in accordance with agreed decisions." * Most of the mattels 
comi,.g before the Loan Council are previously discussed at th ~ Premier's 
Conference. A National Works Council composed of one representative 
of each of the governments with the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth 
as Chairman was created iii 1948 to determine post-war works policy in 
the general scherr.e of post-war reconstruction. * 

Political par,ies are so integrally and vitally connected with the work; 
ing of democracies and representative governments that there is no need 
to make a separate reference to them as agen<;ies in promoting co-opera
tion between the centre and the units in all federations. Their role in 

. this respects is a dominant one. 

There are numerous provisions in the Constitution of India for 
bringing .about concerted action between the government of tlte Union 
and the governments of the Stares that make up the Union. Reference 
has already been made to the artic' es in the constitution under which two 
or more states can delegate to the Union Parliament the pewer to enact. 
legislation on a matter which is within their exclusive jurisdiction. The 
President is empowered to establish an Inter-State Council for enquiring 

. into dispures arising between States, for inve$tigating and discussing sub
jects of .::ommon interest to the Union and the States or to the States, 
themselves and for recommending a better coordination of policy and 
action with respect to matters so investigated. Jto There-is provision for 
the institution of a joint f:ublic' Service Commission for .two or more' 
States and for the Union Public Service Commission s,rving tJ.te needs of 
any plrticular State, and all this is to be worked on .the basis of mutual 
agree!llent. In the field of fina~ce the scope for co-operative action is 
wide and it assumes several forms. Certain duties are levied by the 
Union but collected and appropriated by the States. Jli1 .. There are several· . 
taxes l,vied 'and collected by the Union but whose proceeds are assigned 

. . 

* NEHRu-ADARKAR-Repolt on Aus:ralian Finance.( 1941 ), p. 10 • .. + -NEHRp./U)A.lUUR-Reporton~Austra1ianfinance (.1941 "p. 101 -
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either wholly or partly to the States. There are provisions relating to 
the making of grants by the centre to the units and they cover uncondi
tional as well as conditional grants. All details regarding the sharing of 
tax-pro«eds and the making of grants are worked out by an independent 
Finance Commission. The Union is also empowered to grant loans t8 
the States. The constitution also envisages close co-operation in adminis
trative matters. 

Conferences between the representatives of the Governments of the 
Union and of the States have also been quite common and frequent. 
There have been confermces of Governors of States, of their chief 

. minislers and.mininsters holding similar. portfolios.. Conferences of de
partmental heads and officers have also been held. As in other federa
tions there are many departments at the centre which are ellgaged in 
the collection of statistics and of information and data on -a variety of 
matters and the results of their work are passed on to thi: states for beill!: 
utilised by them. . 

From this survey of the competitive and co-operative factors in 
federalism the conclusion emerges that although competition for power 
i s inherent in it the co-operative trends have become stronger and more 
active in re_cent ye!lrs and they have succeeded to a considerable extent 
in counteracting several of the undesirable consequences arising out ctf 
t he competitive struggle for power. There is, therefore, no need to think 
of centralization as the only remedy for overcoming the defects of federa· 
lism. The federal system of government has shown its capacity to adjust 
itself to changing needs and circumstances and this process of adjustment 
has in all federations been facilitated by the growth of co-operative 
devices. If these co-operative trends are strengthened federalism will . 
continue to be an ideal system of governmentfor countries like India, the 
United"States, Canada and Australia-countries which are vast in size 
and which consequently develop geographical, economic, social and cul
tural diversity. 

(Lecture delivered OD %4 February 1951. ) 
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